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Resumo
Com pessoas idosas a tornarem-se uma porção cada vez maior da população geral, os problemas de saúde
mental são cada vez mais comuns. Doenças como a demência que afetam mais a população idosa levam à
deterioração gradual de vários processos mentais. Não havendo cura para a demência, existe um grande foco
na sua deteção precoce, bem como na estimulação cognitiva que visa atrasar a perda de capacidades
cognitivas. No entanto, ainda existem poucas alternativas tecnológicas que permitem a idosos efetuar
exercícios de estimulação cognitiva em grupo e que não exijam supervisão.
Este trabalho pretende desenvolver um jogo multijogador para ser aplicado no âmbito de estimulação
cognitiva. O jogo, baseado no formato de um quiz, serve como plataforma para idosos exercitarem a sua
memória de forma mais interativa. A componente multijogador permite que os jogadores compitam entre si,
promovendo a interação social que é essencial para a estimulação cognitiva. Este projeto implementa também
Tecnologias da Fala e Linguagem, como reconhecimento e síntese da fala, presentes na plataforma VITHEA
(Terapeuta Virtual para o tratamento da afasia) que serviu de inspiração para este projeto. A arquitetura e
design do jogo desenvolvido tinha como objetivo simular a experiência de participar num concurso televisivo
de perguntas e respostas, utilizando inclusive um agente virtual para fazer de apresentador.
Em geral, os resultados dos inquéritos de satisfação foram positivos, tendo todos participantes gostado do
jogo. A componente multijogador foi particularmente bem recebida, reforçando a ideia de que este tipo de
sistema tem potencial.

Palavras-chave:

Estimulação cognitiva, Jogos para idosos, Tecnologia da Fala e Linguagem,

Reconhecimento da Fala, Agente Virtual
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Abstract
As elder people become an increasingly large portion of the general population, mental health problems are
becoming more common. Diseases such as dementia are more common in the elder population, and lead to
the gradual deterioration of various mental processes. As there is no cure for dementia, there is a big focus on
its early detection, as well as Cognitive Stimulation which aims to delay the loss of cognitive ability. However,
there are not yet many technological solutions that allow elders to undergo cognitive stimulation exercises in a
group context without supervision.
This work aims to develop a multiplayer game to be applied in the context of cognitive stimulation. The game,
based on the format of a quiz, serves as a platform for elders to exercise their memory in a more interactive
way. The multiplayer component allows players to compete with each other, promoting social interaction
which is essential for cognitive stimulation. This project also implements Speech and Language Technologies,
such as speech synthesis and recognition, present in the VITHEA platform (Virtual Therapist for Aphasia
Treatment) that served as an inspiration for this project. The architecture and design of the game aimed to
simulate the experience of participating in a question and answer gameshow, using elements like a virtual
agent to act as a gameshow host.
Generally, the results of the user satisfaction survey were positive, with all participants enjoying the game. The
multiplayer component was particularly well received, reinforcing the idea that this type of system has
potential.

Keywords: Cognitive Stimulation, Elder games, Speech and Language Technology, Speech Recognition,
Virtual Agent
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1. Introduction
The first section of this chapter explores the context of the problem that the thesis aims to solve, as well as
explaining the relevancy and motivations behind this thesis. In section 1.2, the main objectives are described,
along with an introduction to the proposed solution and how it can achieve these goals. Lastly, section 1.3
covers the overall structure of the report, detailing what each chapter encompasses.

1.1 – Motivation
The world’s population is ageing. Economically developed countries are now facing an ever-increasing elder
population, which is defined by the World Health Organization as the group of people aged 65 and over [54].
Statistics indicate that in the present day a little over 20% of the Portuguese population is elderly, with
estimates that in 40 years, elders will comprise over a third of Portugal’s overall population [50]. This is due to
a multitude of factors, the main one being the major advances in medicine of the past decades that lead not
only to there being a greater amount of old aged people, but also to a greater life expectancy. Despite the
obvious benefits that come with these advances, with a greater amount of people of a very old age it becomes
increasingly commonplace for people to suffer from the problems that can arise from this. One of these
central problems present in today’s ageing society is dementia and cognitive impairment.
Dementia is a type of brain disease, in which there is a gradual deterioration of various mental processes such
as memory and thinking, to a point that severely affects everyday activities [1]. Despite being more common in
old age, it is not a naturally occurring phenomenon, and is usually caused by diseases that impair the brain,
such as Alzheimer’s Disease which represents 60 to 70% of all dementia cases in Portugal [2].
With no cure in sight, a big effort has been put into the early identification of dementia, as Mild Cognitive
Impairment (MCI) can often go unnoticed. MCI is one of the earliest stages of cognitive impairment that does
not have noticeable symptoms, making it difficult to diagnose. For this reason, a lot of attention is now on not
only identifying cognitive impairment, but also on cognitive stimulation as a means to maintain or even
improve cognitive capabilities. The main area of application of cognitive stimulation for elders is in the
administration of cognitive stimulation therapy (CST). This commonly consists of group sessions where elders
discuss past events and play games that stimulate the brain, under the supervision of a therapist. Traditionally,
cognitive impairment is monitored and treated primarily on an individual basis, with sessions usually requiring
the presence of a therapist to perform neuropsychological tests. In addition to this, these types of assessments
require regular sessions, where elders have to go to hospitals or clinics each time, which can be very
inconvenient. Successful attempts have been made to counter these issues, like the creation technological
solutions such as VITHEA, which is further explained throughout this dissertation. This solution, however, was
designed for individual use and requires the intervention of a therapist. There is not yet an easily accessible
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technological solution that can allow cognitive stimulation exercises to be performed in a group dynamic,
which is important for it to have the largest impact possible. This thesis aims to develop such a solution.

1.2 – Objectives
This project proposes to develop a baseline system that would consist of a multiplayer game being applied in
the context of cognitive stimulation of the elderly population. The format of the game would be similar to that
of a quiz game, and could serve as a platform to adopt exercises that are common in neuropsychological
testing in the form of quiz questions. The multiplayer component allows elders to play against each other or in
teams, which encourages cooperation and competition, a group dynamic which is important for cognitive
stimulation to have a greater effect. This game platform would have Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and
Text-to-speech (TTS) technology embedded in the system, removing the need for any direct participation of a
therapist. This kind of interface also allows the elders to interact directly with the system in a natural way
using their voice, and receive audio feedback from the game, motivating them or telling them the score. This
makes for a competitive and interactive approach to cognitive stimulation, providing a more engaging
experience for the users.
The essence of this idea borrows heavily from VITHEA (Virtual Therapy for Aphasia Treatment). This is an
award-winning online platform that has been used in several health-care institutions that treat patients with
aphasia. The platform has been adapted to support several exercises that are common in neuropsychological
testing in order to monitor the development of the disease. The main characteristics of the VITHEA platform
that are desirable for this project are its robustness and flexibility. Its robustness is a consequence of the
method used to validate patients’ answers [3], which is based on a keyword spotting (KWS) approach that
allows the detection of specific words through the use of a model of background speech competing with the
expected target keyword model. The flexibility of the platform is the other characteristic which lends itself well
to the idea of a multiplayer quiz game. VITHEA essentially allows the therapist to add whatever variants of
existing exercise models by simply uploading images, video or sound files depending on the desired exercise.
This allows for the game to host questions that cater to players’ preferences, for example questions about
historical football figures. For these reasons, using VITHEA as an inspiration for the multiplayer game system
would provide a more stimulating experience for the elderly.

1.3 – Document Structure
This thesis is composed of 5 chapters, with the current chapter contextualizing why it is relevant, as well as
exploring the main motivation for developing this thesis.
Chapter 2 discusses the scientific, technological and medicinal background concepts related to this thesis
whilst going over some state-of-the-art for each area. Initially, a brief overview of the various stages of
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) throughout the years is presented, as well as a brief look at the AUDIMUS
speech recognition system. This is followed by a description of the VITHEA platform, and a look into the
2

development of CST over the years. Finally, the related work is explored by looking into computer-based
systems and video games used for cognitive stimulation.
Chapter 3 describes the implementation of the multiplayer quiz game, beginning with the description of the
architecture of the final system, going into detail about each main component. The actual implemented game
is also shown through a detailed description of what a typical playthrough would look like. Additionally, the
most important in-game mechanics and design elements are explored in further detail.
Chapter 4 goes over the evaluation of the developed game platform. The first part of the evaluation discusses
the results of the user satisfaction surveys as well as the process used to obtain said results. A description of
the participants and the conditions under which the sessions were performed is also given. The second part of
the evaluation consists of an analysis of the performance of the KWS mode.
Finally, Chapter 5 presents the conclusions and main achievements regarding the developed work.
Additionally, some future work that could improve the project is discussed.

3
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2. Background
In this chapter, a brief overview of the essential aspects that are going to be tackled in this thesis is presented,
in the form of a description of important background information relating to the scientific areas that are most
pertinent to this work. In addition to this, the relevant state of the art for each respective area is also
presented, detailing the most recent studies and developments carried out by others on the various subjects.
Section 2.1 succinctly describes Automatic Speech Recognition, focusing on AUDIMUS and its use in the
keyword spotting mode. Section 2.2 focuses on the VITHEA system followed by section 2.3 that explores
cognitive impairment and the development of cognitive stimulation therapy as well as Social Agents and their
role in the future of medical assistance. Finally, section 2.4 goes over related work, and approaches the main
elements of this thesis, including the use of computer-based systems and video games in cognitive stimulation,
as well as the use of Speech and Language Technologies (SLT) in automated systems.

2.1 – Automatic Speech Recognition
Speech recognition is the process by which an acoustic signal composed of spoken words is translated into text
by a computer through the use of various areas within Electronics and Communication Engineering (ECE) such
as machine learning and signal processing. This section provides a summary of the evolution of the technology
present in ASR, highlighting the most relevant technology and methods developed. The in-house ASR system,
AUDIMUS is also briefly touched upon as it is of relevance to this thesis.

2.1.1 – Historical overview of ASR
The idea of a machine being able to process and recognize speech has been a source of investigation for many
decades and despite the extensive research and knowledge that already exists, it is still undergoing an
exponential growth. Throughout the years, however, there have been a series of milestones in ASR, and as
such it is possible to group various stages of development of recognition technology into different
“generations”.
The first examples of ASR date back to the 1950s and 1960s when, using heuristic approaches based on basic
acoustic and phonetic properties of speech, it was possible to recognize a small vocabulary in the order of 10100 words [4]. The methods used at this time included Analog Filter-Bank analysis and logic circuits, and can be
considered to be a part of the First Generation of speech recognition (1G) [4]. During the 1970s, templatebased pattern matching became the main focus of research, increasing the size of recognizable vocabulary up
to 1000 words [4]. The main methods explored were Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) for spectral representation
and dynamic programming techniques like Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) used for both isolated and
connected word recognition, which consisted mostly of connected digits at the time. These pattern matching
approaches can be considered as the Second Generation of ASR (2G). Starting in the 1980s, research in ASR
5

shifted towards a statistical paradigm, with the hidden Markov model (HMM) being the preferred method for
modelling the temporal characteristics of speech. The introduction of acoustic, lexical and language modelling
became a central part of ASR, and played an important role its performance, together with sophisticated
decoding strategies. Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) were the most popular method for determining the
likelihood of each HMM state fitting a frame that represents acoustic input. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
started being used for acoustic modelling as well, as researchers found it could be used for estimating
probabilities useful for speech recognition. Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) were the most commonly used ANNs
in ASR. This third generation (3G) lasted around 3 decades, being the subject of constant refinement over the
years.
More recently, deep learning has quickly become commonplace in various fields of machine learning, including
natural language processing, with many considering it now to be the Fourth Generation (4G) of speech
recognition. Whilst essentially having standard neural network theory as a basis, the addition of much more
than one layer of hidden units is now possible, due to the fact that there have been advances in machine
learning algorithms, computational power and sheer amount of data, allowing Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to
become increasingly easy to implement [5]. New theoretic models such as Context-Dependent Deep Neural
Networks (CD-DNN) have been able to reduce word-error rates (WER) by a third when compared to GMM on
difficult benchmark tasks [6].
Due to the exponential nature of the growth of knowledge in this area of language processing, newer models
that improve on current state of the art, such as Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [24], are
constantly being developed, making it unfeasible for this thesis to approach them in detail.
A timeline that shows the various different generations and their respective place in time is shown in figure
2.1.

Figure 2.1 – Timeline of the various milestones in Automatic Speech Recognition
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2.1.2 – AUDIMUS, Speech recognition
2

AUDIMUS is the in-house ASR system developed by INESC-ID’s Spoken Language Processing Lab (L F). It is a
hybrid recognizer that follows the connectionist approach [7]. The baseline system combines three MLP-based
acoustic models trained the following features sets:


Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP, 13 static + first derivative)



Log-RelAtive SpecTrAl (RASTA, 13 static + first derivative)



Modualtion SpectroGram (MSG, 28 statc)

This approach of merging the different feature sets has proved to be more efficient when compared to using
each one individually [8]. The decoder is based on Weighted Finite State Transducers (WFSTs). AUDIMUS uses
a general purpose, gender independent acoustic model that was trained with 57 hours of down sampled
Broadcast News data and 58 hours of mixed fixed-telephone and mobile-telephone data in European
Portuguese [10]. The number of context input frames is 13 for the PLP and RASTA networks and 15 for the
MSG network. The Neural networks are made up of two hidden layers, each with 1500 units. Monophone units
are modelled, resulting in MLP networks of 39 soft-max outputs (38 phonemes + 1 silence) [3]. Figure 2.2
shows the structure of the baseline AUDIMUS speech recognition system.

Figure 2.2 – Diagram showing the overall structure of the in-house AUDIMUS system

AUDIMUS can be used in a keyword spotting mode by incorporating a competing background speech model
that is estimated without the need for acoustic model re-training. While keyword models are described by
their sequence of phonetic units provided by an automatic grapheme-to-phoneme module, the problem of
background speech modelling must be specifically addressed. The way this was approached was by estimating
the posterior probability of a background speech unit as the mean probability of the top-6 most likely outputs
of the phonetic network at each time frame. In this way, there is no need for acoustic network re-training.
Despite the AUDIMUS having its’ foundation in 3G speech recognition, it has also been recently adapted to
incorporate deep learning in order to stay technologically up to date.
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2.2 – VITHEA
VITHEA (Virtual Therapist for Aphasia treatment) is a web-based software designed to act as a virtual therapist
for patients that suffer from Aphasia, a disability that consists of the inability to comprehend and formulate
language as a result of brain damage [3]. The general functioning of VITHEA will be described in this section,
along with a brief mention of the in-house Text-to-Speech (TTS), DIXI, which although relevant, will not at all
be the focus of this thesis.

2.2.1 – The VITHEA online platform
VITHEA is composed of two main modules, which are the administration module and the client module. The
first is designed for therapists to create new exercises, continuously monitor a patient’s performance over
time, and generally manage patient information. The second module is designed for the execution of the tests
with direct input of the patients, allowing the user to pick from a number of exercises that range from audiovisual to text-based. Despite having started as a platform for aphasia treatment, the robust nature of the
software and the language oriented exercises already implemented, motivated VITHEA’s adaptation for other
purposes. One of the earlier efforts concerned tasks that are typical of screening tests for cognitive
impairment [7]. The new exercises that were added belong to categories like naming objects and fingers, word
recognition tasks, word recall tasks among many others that are commonly used in neuropsychological tests.
A generic utilization of this system would consist firstly of the virtual therapist presenting a set of different
visual or auditory stimuli at the beginning of the session, depending on the choice of the patient and medical
assistant. After completing whichever task was requested by the exercise, the patients have to verbally
respond to these stimuli in a way that is appropriate for the exercise. The system records the utterance and
sends the audio file via network to a server that has a web application that then processes it through an ASR
module in a keyword spotting mode (AUDIMUS, already explored in section 2.1.2) to generate the respective
textual representation. The resulting text is then compared with a variety of predetermined textual answers
for that given question so as to validate the patients’ answer. After determining if the answer is correct or not,
the system provides feedback via a graphical cue, as well as a predetermined spoken message that is produced
by the virtual therapist using TTS synthesis. The configuration of the system is presented in figure 2.3, based
on [9].

Figure 2.3 – Configuration of the VITHEA system
8

2.2.2 – DIXI, Speech Synthesis
Speech synthesis is the process by which a computer or a device produces artificial human speech. Text to
speech is a form of speech synthesis, in which normal language text is converted into speech. As described
previously, VITHEA uses a TTS system in order to provide audio feedback to the user via the virtual therapist.
DIXI is the TTS system that was integrated into the VITHEA framework. Similarly to AUDIMUS, it was developed
2

by the L F group [11]. This system has been configured for unit selection synthesis with an open domain cluster
voice for European Portuguese. It serves to gather SAMPA phonemes, their timings and raw audio signal,
which is lossy encoded for usage in the client game. The timing of the phonemes is an essential part of the
visual output of the speech synthesis, seeing as what determines how long a viseme should be animated is the
difference between consecutive phoneme timings.

2.3 – Cognition
This section mainly explores cognitive impairment and cognitive stimulation treatment. Despite the platform
developed for this thesis not being intended for medical use as a form of therapy for patients that suffer from
diagnosed cognitive impairment, the most important research aspects of cognitive stimulation applied to
elders is found in CST. Exploring this side of cognitive stimulation is essential as conclusions can be drawn from
this that influence the design of the game platform. Additionally, the way in which some neuropsychological
tests were adapted into the VITHEA platform is discussed.

2.3.1 – Cognitive Impairment
In an ever-growing elderly population, situations of cognitive impairment become increasingly prominent, as
does the need to find effective therapy and treatments. There is no one thing that cause dementia as it is a
syndrome that originates from a large variety of diseases and injuries that affect the brain, such as Alzheimer’s
disease or a stroke [1]. As of yet, there is no treatment available that can cure dementia, so the focus has
turned towards intervening at early stages of the disease when therapy is more effective [14].
Early detection can prove to be very difficult when dealing with a slowly evolving degenerative disease such as
this, due to the fact that in most cases subjects only become aware when the damage to the brain is severe.
The need for monitoring and diagnosis of these diseases has resulted in the development of a series of
neuropsychological tests that screen cognitive performance and its’ development over time. These
neuropsychological tests can be categorised into various different areas of cognitive function that each test
predominantly assesses. Of the various existing tests, the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), Alzheimer’s
Disease Assessment Scale – Cognitive sub-scale (ADAS-Cog) and the Verbal Fluency test are the most
commonly used by therapists in Portugal [7].
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2.3.2 – Cognitive Stimulation
Cognitive stimulation has been defined as the engagement in a range of activities and discussions with the
objective of generally enhancing cognitive performance and social behaviour [15].

Historical overview of Cognitive Stimulation
This method of treating the effects of dementia is heavily based on the concept of Reality Orientation (RO),
which was developed in the United States during the 1950s to attend to older patients that suffered from
disorientation and confusion. This consisted of quick 30-minute sessions that occurred once or twice a day in
which basic personal information and materials such as word-letter games and puzzles were presented to the
patients. The focus of RO was on the interaction between assistants and patients, however it became
associated with being a quite confrontational, insensible and inflexible treatment. Nevertheless, after
examination it was concluded that there was enough evidence to back up the idea that there were cognitive
and behavioural benefits associated to people that suffered from dementia or general old age.
From this idea that by executing certain tasks the brain could be “exercised”, stemmed the interest in applying
this in a systematic way through cognitive training, taking the positive aspects of RO and implementing it in a
healthy and respectful environment [16]. Cognitive training has been defined as the supervised execution of a
set of standard tasks targeted at stimulating specific cognitive functions. These sessions can be executed in a
group context, individually or even by family members with therapist support with the exercises being applied
with pencil and paper or on computers [15].
Due to the large amount of variability in the administering of psychological therapy to patients that suffer from
dementia, it became important to collect evidence of cognitive stimulation in a systematic way, in order to
properly assess its effectiveness. One study made in 2012 [16], attempted to come to an objective conclusion
as to how much treatment influenced cognitive function by performing 15 trials with 718 participants (407
receiving cognitive stimulation) and comparing the results of cognitive tests. Those who suffered from
dementia and received cognitive stimulation attended bi-weekly sessions of around 45 minutes with four or
five other patients. These sessions involved a series of activities that aimed to stimulate memory and
encourage thought processes, like discussing past events, puzzles, word games and music. The main tests that
were used as a manner of monitoring any progress were the MMSE and the ADAS-Cog, explained in section
2.4.3. On average, those that underwent cognitive stimulation improved 1.74 points on the MMSE and 2.27 on
the ADAS-Cog, showing a clearly positive correlation between therapy and cognitive functioning. These results,
however, only apply to patients that suffer from mild dementia, as it was concluded that this type of treatment
was not appropriate for people that had severe dementia [16]. It is also worthy of mention that the benefits of
CST are comparable with that of cholinesterase inhibitor drugs, which are commonly used in cases of
Alzheimer’s disease [17]. A more recent trial explored the idea of “Maintenance CST” which aimed to explore
the effect that prolonged CST can have on a patients’ cognition. In general, it was found that past the first 3
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months, cognitive functions stopped improving and reached a point of stability, except for the patients that
were on medication, suggesting a synergistic effect [18]. Ultimately, in conjunction with an early diagnosis and
monitoring, cognitive stimulation can prove to be an essential component of a patient’s treatment as it not
only slows down the effects of dementia, but can also lead to a temporary recovery of cognitive functioning.
In addition to the overall cognitive benefits of CST for people that suffer from dementia, it was also
understood that the area of cognition that suffered the biggest change was language, with CST generating
opinions and new semantic links through categorisation [19]. This improves patients’ ability to maintain a
conversation and communicate which in turn leads to another essential aspect of CST, the improvement in
quality of life (QOL).

Effect on Quality of Life
When considering CST, the main purpose of the therapists and the patients’ relatives is to help the person
recover from the symptoms caused by dementia and retain the quality of life they previously had. Aside from
the negative effects that dementia already has on QOL, it has been found that many times elders that suffer
from dementia also suffer from depression, with some studies speculating whether or not these two are
related to each other in any way [39]. For this reason, QOL has been identified as an important measure of the
success of any treatment applied to a patient, despite the subjective nature of assessing one’s own Quality of
life [17]. At first it was thought that cognitive functioning had no direct effect on QOL and that any
improvement was simply a result of enjoying the group therapy sessions and consequent social interactions.
Additionally, it was found that after elderly patients were submitted to cognitive stimulation, the effects on
level of depression, an indicator of diminishing QOL, were almost negligible [38]. Despite this still being the
case, studies [20],[17], found that there was a positive correlation between QOL and improved cognition in the
following areas:


Memory. The recollection of past events or retaining new, specific information.



Social functioning. Improvement in relationships with partner and relatives.



Activity level. Felt more energetic and more able to perform physical tasks.



Communication. A greater ease in portraying thoughts and ideas.

These improvements are all a result of heightened cognitive function caused by CST showing that essentially it
is also a valid method of improving the quality of life of dementia patients.

Group Vs. Individual cognitive stimulation
One of the vital elements of CST is that it should be done primarily in a group context as oppose to a one on
one basis. In all the studies mentioned above, CST was carried out in groups of four or five patients,
emphasising the fact that group therapy has become the standard procedure. Recently, a small study on
Individualised CST (iCST) [21] reported that the dementia patients who received individual sessions did not
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experience any cognitive or QOL benefits if they were already undergoing regular group CST. In contrast to
this, when asked to perform a self-evaluation about their experience of group therapy [17] the response was
always positive. The majority concluded that “group” factor was fun and made them feel positive and
confident, with most looking forward to continuing with the group. It has also been suggested that a form of
individual CST is important in cases where patients are unable to take part in group therapy due to severe
impairment, or unwillingness to participate in groups. However, it was found that there is little to no evidence
that individual interventions help improve cognition, with most positive results being associated mainly with
group therapy sessions [51].
Another study looked into the effect of cognitive stimulation therapy on two separate groups of elderly
people, one comprising mostly of elders staying in nursing homes, while the other had a larger number of
elders that stayed in day centres. This study found that while generally both groups showed symptoms of
depression, the day centre group had lower levels when compared to those who stayed in nursing homes [38].
The implication here being that this could be due to the fact that in day centres there are more activities and
people have greater social contact when compared to nursing homes where people are usually isolated and
lack psychological stimulation [40]. This shows the importance that experiencing things in a group situation or
in a social context has, as it makes for an environment where cognitive stimulation is more likely to occur [38].

Embodied Vs. Virtual social agents
As mentioned previously, the global population is evolving towards an ever-increasing elderly demographic
and as such, the technologies used to assist the elderly need to develop accordingly. Alongside this increase in
elderly population, there is also an inevitable increase in the amount of people suffering from physical and
cognitive impairment, as it is more common in older people. In addition to this, the shift in the demographics
also means that older adults make up a larger proportion of the population, resulting in fewer younger,
qualified people to provide aid to elders that are suffering the effects of old age [12]. As a result, there has
been a large investment into the research of the automation of any tasks that could easily be performed
without the need for human interference, in an attempt not to replace, but assist in the caretaking process.
With the exponential growth happening in the areas of technology and robotics, these have the potential to
become an invaluable part of aiding the treatment of the elderly population, improving not only the quality of
life of the older people but also their caretakers’. Special attention has been dedicated to the development of
social intelligence in robots, giving them the capability of acting and reacting to social interactions with users.
As discussed in [13], there are many studies that have reported that upon interacting with social robots, older
people have a positive reaction in respect to mood and social interactions.
One of the leading projects in the area of social robots is Furhat [47], that aims to be a “human-like interface
with social intelligence” and has a software that is heavily based on the principles of human behaviour. The
robot uses Kinect depth cameras to perform body tracking of more than one user, a computer animated face
projected onto a mask which allows the robot to emote very complex facial expressions, microphone arrays
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that allow it to detect multiple voices while identifying where the sound is coming from, as well as a fully
functional ASR and TTS system. In addition to being used for regular interaction with users, it has also been
used as a multi-party game system. By having the robot head incorporated with an interactive table, Furhat
would interact with the players by explaining the game at first, and then giving feedback throughout the
session, be it as an answer to a question or as a comment on the players’ performance. Another very
successful example of social robots is the PArCEIRO project [48], developed by the INESC-ID’s research group
on Intelligent Agents and Synthetic Characters (GAIPS). The idea was again to focus on interaction between
robot and human, but this time by means of tabletop card games like Sueca, which require teamwork and
competitiveness. The robot could communicate in several different contexts like encouraging the teammate,
discouraging the opponents or saying the current score of the game. This made it a fairly social environment,
which encouraged many positive and enjoyable exchanges between the various players and the robot.
However, unlike most other areas of robotics in which a physical component is necessary to perform certain
tasks, a social robot does not require a physical embodiment as social interactions can occur virtually through
dialogue. For this reason, many studies such as [25] have been made in order to determine whether social
interactions between humans and social agents improve when in the presence of an embodied agent.
Generally, there is a noticeably positive response to physical embodiment, with it facilitating more meaningful
social interactions. This is especially true when dealing with robots that provide tactile interaction, as touch is
considered to be an integral part of having a close and personal relationship between humans [25]. Despite
this, in an experiment performed with elder patients that were presented with a virtual agent and physical
robot, the difference in terms of social presence was not great. This suggest that perhaps the most important
factor is not so much the physical embodiment of the social agent, but rather the design of the social
interactions that give the agent social presence [26].
The ease with which these social agents can interact with humans, as well as their versatility in terms of the
context in which they do so, suggests that they will eventually be synonymous of elderly care. Their
applications in games such as the card games described above or potentially quizzes and word puzzles also
gives way to a strong possibility that these social agents could be used in the context of cognitive stimulation.

2.3.3 – Neuropsychological tests
This section summarises the neuropsychological tests used to monitor patients’ cognitive capabilities, that
served as inspiration for the exercises implemented in the VITHEA platform [2]. These tests were adapted for
VITHEA because they had characteristics that lent themselves well to an exercise format that incorporated
speech and language technology (SLT). For the same reason, the exercises chosen for VITHEA could also be
interesting options to further modify into a game format, which could be included as a different game mode
embedded in this thesis project. The way in which these tests were introduced in the VITHEA platform is also
briefly mentioned, as this could inform how the quiz questions are implemented with the SLT elements in the
game developed for this dissertation.
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Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)
This test is a small 30-point questionnaire that is used to screen for dementia and cognitive deterioration. It is
also commonly used as a tool to track the progress of cognitive impairment over a period of time, allowing
therapists to assess whether their patient’s condition is improving or deteriorating. Administration of the test
is quick, between 5 and 10 minutes, and examines functions such as attention and calculation, immediate and
delayed recall, language and orientation. Its simple implementation, brevity and scoring system makes it a
popular choice for diagnosing dementia.
Many of the exercises that were adapted for the VITHEA platform are simple MMSE exercises that were
relatively easy to implement. Some of these include attention and calculation exercises, which entails asking
different basic mathematical question and the repetition exercise which consists of repeating a sentence that
has been read out by the virtual therapist. Both these set of challenges were implemented as simple keyword
spotting exercises [2].

ADAS-Cog
Despite the tasks that are performed in ADAS-Cog being quite similar to those in MMSE, this scale was
designed to measure the effect that Alzheimer’s Disease has had on the subject and as a result is much more
extensive and time consuming taking between 30 to 45 minutes [22]. Originally the ADAS-Cog consisted of 11
items that assessed cognitive function [23]:


Word Recall Task



Naming Objects and Fingers



Following Commands



Constructional Praxis



Ideational Praxis



Orientation



Word Recognition Task



Remembering Test Instructions



Spoken Language



Comprehension



Word Finding Difficulty

ADAS-modified, a more recent version of the test, added two further items that consists of a number
cancellation task and a delayed free recall task [22]. This scale measures how many mistakes were made by the
patient, meaning that the higher the score the more severe the cognitive impairment.
Some of the exercises carried out in this neuropsychological test were also implemented using SLT for VITHEA.
This includes naming objects and fingers, which requires patients to name objects present in a picture shown
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to them as a visual stimulus. If, after 20 seconds, the patient has not said anything, the virtual therapist needs
to provide a synthesized cue for that specific object. This meant that besides the stimuli needing the name of
the object for keyword spotting, an extra field which consisted of cue information for each object was also
required to setup. Another exercise that was implemented in VITHEA was the orientation task. This task
required a more complex solution as the questions involved asking the patient’s name, the date or the day of
week, all of which have dynamic solutions [2].

Verbal Fluency
This test aims at evaluating executive functions, which consist of cognitive processes such as inhibitory control,
selective attention, short term memory and perseverance attitude. The process by which it does this
evaluation consists of requesting that the patient produce as many words starting with a particular letter or
belonging to a specific category in under 60 seconds [7]. This exercise was also implemented directly into the
VITHEA platform as it is a regular keyword spotting exercise.

2.4 – Related Work
The present thesis aims to provide a multi-player game platform, with embedded speech recognition, for
cognitive stimulation of elders. This section provides a look at the state of the art of the various areas that are
related directly to this project, exploring computer-based technological solutions used in cognitive stimulation,
particularly those that use Speech and Language Technologies. It also looks into the use of video games in
cognitive stimulation and how effective these are at improving not only specific cognitive abilities, but also the
overall experience of elders undergoing cognitive training.

2.4.1 – Computer-based Cognitive Stimulation
As mentioned previously in section 2.3.1, cognitive impairment is extremely difficult to detect at an early stage
because of how subtle initial symptoms are. In addition to this, despite the development of neuropsychological
tests that aim to facilitate early diagnosis, the frequency of monitoring and the objectivity of caregivers means
elders still struggle to monitor and detect cognitive impairment [14]. Traditionally, cognitive stimulation is a
practice that requires direct contact between elders and a trained instructor, which entails setting up an
appointment that commonly takes place away from the elders’ place of residence. Taking into account that
problems relating to cognitive impairment mainly affect the elder population, mobility becomes a big issue as
in some cases elders have conditions that hinder their ability to move and travel freely. This process is also
quite time consuming as it requires that whenever an elder has to perform the exercises they must leave their
house. For these reasons, a traditional implementation of cognitive stimulation can be expensive which, in
conjunction with all the other issues previously identified, can make an unappealing process for elders to
undergo. Consequently, given the increasingly important role that cognitive stimulation has in the delay of
cognitive impairment and maintaining cognitive abilities, cheaper and more accessible alternatives are
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necessary. It has been widely accepted that a computer-based approach to cognitive stimulation is the
solution that best resolves many of the issues that come with traditional applications of cognitive stimulation
training [27].
Computer-based implementation of cognitive training brings one major difference to the process, which is that
it is no longer necessary for elders to arrange appointments and interact directly with a specialized therapist.
Given the digital nature of this solution, if developed for online distribution, cognitive stimulation programs
can be readily available when accessed through a client PC connected to the internet, regardless of location.
This ease of access eliminates issues related to mobility, as elders that are either homebound or reside in
nursing homes can now actively engage in cognitive stimulation activities without having to leave their place of
residence. For these reasons, the costs of transportation and of hiring a specialist are significantly reduced,
making this a cheaper and more accessible approach to cognitive stimulation. A digital platform allows training
programs to be more flexible as exercises can be added or removed at any point by whoever is over-looking
the cognitive training process. It is also a more customizable process as it allows for the addition of exercises
that cater to the users’ interests, making cognitive stimulation a more engaging experience. Additionally, a
computer-based approach has the advantage of being able to store data from the various participants
throughout various sessions whilst also giving real-time feedback. This means that not only can people that are
undergoing treatment easily evaluate their own performance, but therapists can also monitor elders’ progress
and choose exercises that are adequate for their needs. The VITHEA platform described earlier in this report is
a good example of a computer-based implementation of cognitive exercises and has precisely these
characteristics of customizability and ease-of-access. It is for these reasons that it was used as the main source
of inspiration for the program developed in this thesis.

2.4.2 – Automated systems using SLT
In addition to simple computer-based solutions, much attention has been given to the development of more
user-friendly interfaces that make it easier for elders to interact with, rather than having to use a mouse and
keyboard. One of the main alternatives to this is the incorporation of SLT, which allows for elders to interact
with the computer by simply using their voice as if they were talking to a therapist. This way, the process of
cognitive monitoring and training exercises could be fully automated without even requiring the user to
interact directly with the computer.
An example of one of these systems is the kiosk system [14]. It was developed as part of a study that
attempted to apply SLT to a home-based computerized platform that aims to act as an instrument for early
detection and monitoring of Alzheimer’s Disease. As it was designed to be used at home, the process of
performing exercises regularly becomes substantially easier, making it more likely that the subjects follow
through with the necessary test batteries and hence monitor their cognitive ability more accurately.
The participants had to complete the tests entirely unsupervised and on a monthly basis, having the kiosk
previously been set-up with all the scheduled appointment times that the user has to attend. Short videos
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would introduce subjects to the exercise, showing them an example of the tasks being performed. The
hardware used for this kiosk system was a regular desktop computer along with a flat panel monitor and a
telephone receiver. No other inputs, such as keyboard or mouse, were provided as the interactions necessary
to complete the tests were restricted to touchscreen or speech. In what concerns software, the basic
functioning consists of the data obtained during testing being cached on a local file system on the client
machine and uploaded to the server at regular intervals. Appointments can be scheduled either in person or
by phone, with study coordinators entering the selected times via a web interface.
The kiosk has a notification system that serves to regularly warn the user about scheduled tests that are yet to
happen. These notifications initially consist of visual reminders of the appointment time, with the kiosk ringing
audibly at the scheduled time until the patient answers. The exercises implemented in the kiosk are Word List
Recall, Backward Digit Span, Category Fluency and East Boston Story Recall which all involve word and memory
challenges common in cognitive treatment.
A significant contribution to the automatic detection of MCI using SLT has been made in [28]. When it primarily
affects the memory, then it can be an essential early indicative of the development of Alzheimer’s Disease.
Diagnosis and monitorization of MCI involves extended interviews and subsequent continuous and regular
assessments. This system made this process a simple and more automated process by using SLT to analyse and
score responses to a popular neuropsychological test that assesses memory function, the Wechsler Logical
Memory (WLM) test.
The WLM consists of a subject retelling a narrative, once right after it has been told, and again approximately
30 minutes later. The score of this test represents the number of predetermined story elements belonging to
the narrative that the subject managed to recall. Essentially, this system receives an audio recording of a
subject retelling the WLM narrative as the input. This is then transcribed using an ASR system that has been
specifically adapted for the task. From this transcription the system extracts story element-based features and
aligns them with the predetermined story elements. These features are used in the context of a support vector
machine classifier that produces as an output whether or not the subject has MCI. This extraction of story
elements using an automated method proved to be highly accurate, demonstrating the success of this end-toend system for automatic diagnosis of MCI [28].
The successful results of the automated MCI diagnosis system as well as the kiosk system emphasises how the
use of SLT provides an adequate alternative for patient interaction when performing word-based exercises,
such as the ones that could potentially be used in the game platform developed for this thesis.
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2.4.3 – Video Games in Cognitive Stimulation
The advantages of computer-based cognitive training compared to that of traditional approaches have been
described in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. There is still, however, one aspect that remains an issue and is not
resolved by simply passing exercises onto a computerized system, which is the inherently repetitive and
tedious nature of the tasks that users have to perform. This frequently leads to the problem of poor adherence
to cognitive stimulation programs, as elders give up despite it being essential for the maintenance or even
improvement of their cognitive ability. It is increasingly common, therefore, to see games being introduced
into cognitive training as they are designed to be dynamic and entertaining, features that are seen as potential
motivators for elders to stick with cognitive stimulation programs [27].
However, there was some initial scepticism towards the use of computer games in the treatment of elders as
the internet or even a keyboard and mouse are interfaces that elders are unfamiliar with. This could
potentially make it difficult for elders to perform the exercises required, as they would find the technological
factor another hindrance to the process of undergoing cognitive stimulation. This issue has since been put
aside as it became clear that not only were the older generations becoming increasingly comfortable with
technology and the internet, but also that if given simple instructions they could easily adapt and use these
platforms. Additionally, it was found that older adults were in fact interested in learning to use the computer,
particularly to seek information relating to personal health, including methods of maintaining cognitive
performance [29].

Effects of videogames on cognitive performance
The increasingly elder demographic worldwide coupled with the recent demand for games to be used for
cognitive training, has led to the development of the popular brain exercise products. The gaming market is
saturated with brain exercise programs that put forward the idea that by simply playing these games, the user
improves areas of the brain such as memory and attention. Essentially, there is now an extensive amount of
games that have been developed with the intent of delaying cognitive decay. There are, however, serious
doubts toward the long-term benefits of such games, particularly whether the skills developed are
transferrable [27]. The lack of investigation into the effects of these brain exercise games resulted in a recent
increase in studies being made on these products. One such study [30] investigated the training and transfer
effects associated to the Nintendo Wii Big Brain Academy software. Over the course of one month, 78 adults
between the ages of 50 and 71 were put through 20 one-hour training sessions of Big Brain Academy for Wii.
Results indicated that through practice, the participants generally improved their performance on the specific
tasks and exercises presented in the game. However, it was also apparent that the gains obtained from the
training were very narrow and as such had negligible transfer effects to any ability measures. Although this is
could be justified by the fact that older adults generally have more difficulty transferring new skills and
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abilities, it also suggests that brain exercise games may not be as effective at delaying cognitive decline as they
claim [30].
Traditional video games, such as strategy, role-playing or even action games, have also been applied in the
context of cognitive stimulation, in order to see potential cognitive benefits. One study [53] joined a group of
40 adults over the age of 60 and split them into two groups of 20, one of which was asked to play a roleplaying strategy game called Rise of Nations, while the other did nothing. Both groups were assessed using a
variety of neuropsychological tests before, during and after the video game training. Results indicated that
users that had played the video game improved their reasoning ability, working memory and ability to switch
between tasks quickly. Furthermore, this study suggested that the game had positive effects on cognitive skills
that were not directly linked to the game, which is very important for long terms cognitive benefits.
A systematic review of computerized cognitive training [27] also looked into the effects of traditional video
games and found similar results that indicated that this kind of training has the most impact on elders’
reaction time and processing speed. The results for measures of executive function and memory were less
successful, suggesting that perhaps video games are not an effective method of improving these aspects of
cognition [27]. However, it is also possible that these poor results happened since the video games that have
been used for these studies are not adequate for cognitive training as they were not designed for this purpose
specifically [33].
One study that obtained significantly better results did precisely this, by testing the effect custom games had
on cognitive performance [52]. This approach involved firstly defining the cognitive characteristics that were to
be tested, based on standard dimensions used in neuropsychology when evaluating cognitive impairment,
such as working memory and executive function. Having defined what they wanted to evaluate, nine adaptive
cognitive computer games were designed specifically to test and challenge these cognitive functions, whilst
still being sufficiently engaging. These games included versions of standard games such as Solitaire or Sudoku,
as well as more specific games such as Letter Lotto [52] which is a word game in which users have a minute to
find as many words as possible from a set of 7 letters, used here to test verbal fluency. Results showed that
memory and attention did not suffer many alterations, while verbal fluency and visual perceptual ability
significantly increased.
Also supporting this idea is a study [31] that compared the cognitive benefits of regular computer games and
personalized, computerized training. It concluded that, despite small improvements using regular video games,
individuals that suffered from cognitive impairment greatly benefited from personalized cognitive training.
Part of the reason for this being that a regular computer game engages a wide range of cognitive process at
once which can be overbearing for someone that suffers from deteriorated cognitive abilities. Given that, a
personalized game that targets more specific cognitive processes can prevent the experience from becoming
so overwhelming.
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These studies provided encouraging results, as they strongly suggested that if the right exercises and tasks,
particularly those common in neuropsychological testing, are put into the format of a video game, similarly to
the VITHEA system’s approach, then one could achieve cognitive benefits in some areas of cognition.

Effects of videogames on QOL
Naturally, the main focus of cognitive stimulation is directed towards obtaining measurable improvements in
the various neuropsychological tests, in order to evaluate how successfully the exercises prevented cognitive
decay. However, as explained in section 2.3.2, improving the quality of life of people that could be feeling the
negative impact of cognitive impairment is of an almost equal importance. As such, qualitative improvements
on elders’ well-being also have to be taken into account when making this kind of evaluation. When
confronted with a large amount of free time upon reaching the age of retirement, seniors occupy a large
portion of their time with leisurely activities. What motivates them to engage in these activities is simply a
desire to be mentally and socially stimulated, or to simply enjoy the experience. There is a misconception that
elders do not play games, however this is simply because games are now more associated with digital
videogames, which are generally played by people younger than 65 years old. In fact, playing games in a group
context is a very common activity amongst elders, specially card games, such as Sueca, Bisca or Canasta. These
gaming activities are not only a means to socially interact, which is important as loneliness is a common
problem amongst elders, but they are also generally seen as entertaining and engaging experiences [37]. This
indicates that even when outside the context of cognitive stimulation, simply playing games can bring many
benefits to the quality of life of elders.
When investigating the qualitative effects of video games in cognitive stimulation training, one study [32]
found that before engaging in computer games, most elderly participants had feelings of anxiety and
uncertainty as they believed they would not manage to use the computer. They quickly realized however, that
their anxiety was unjustified as they were able to use the computer after short and simple introductions of
use. Perhaps the most important result was the signs of happiness and enjoyment shown by the participants,
which often exclaimed that the games were fun and entertaining to play. In addition to this, the elders’
showed their contentment by often smiling and laughing as they played, particularly when certain objectives
were completed. Despite taking pleasure in playing the games, participants found it difficult to interact with
the computer using the mouse and keyboard, often avoiding them as much as possible. It is also important to
note that the participants gave preference to games that did not require speed and precision, as well as those
that had a time limit as it added pressure to the experience [32].

Summary
Taking into account the state of the art and all the research that has been done previously on the themes
relevant to this thesis, it is clear that computer-based solutions are the future of cognitive stimulation. The use
of SLT in automating cognitive testing has also shown to be very promising, as it can provide accurate results
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and in doing so allows elders to interact with the computer in a manner that is more intuitive to them, using
speech. Additionally, applying these technologies in the context of a video-game that attempts to provide
cognitive stimulation by recreating exercises common in neuropsychological testing can make cognitive
stimulation exercises more entertaining and engaging activity for elders. Finally, the research on group and
individual cognitive stimulation also strongly indicates that a group experience provides a more enjoyable
experience, as well as encouraging social interactions which is very important to elders that are lonely or suffer
from depression. This highlights the importance of developing this game platform as a multiplayer experience.
For these reasons, the implementation of the platform proposed by this thesis has the potential to successfully
provide cognitive stimulation to elders.
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3. Multiplayer quiz game
As stated in the previous chapters, this thesis proposes to develop a multi-player videogame to be used in the
context of cognitive stimulation. This application of a video-game implies that every aspect, from the game
design to the way the users interact with the system, requires a careful study and analysis so that the players
can benefit as much as possible from the experience. This chapter goes over the various design aspects and
functionalities of the game, whilst also discussing which of the theories and research studies presented in
Chapter 2 contributed to the decisions made during the development process. Section 3.1 goes over the
architecture of the overall system, detailing the various components that make up the game and the process
of selecting these components. Section 3.2 demonstrates the functioning and overall flow of the game,
addressing the various in-game elements and design choices.

3.1 – System Architecture
In section 2.4, when analysing computer-based cognitive stimulation and the use of video games in this
context, it became clear that it is not only the computer activity itself that is important, but also how elders
engage with the activity. This indicates that the architecture of the system, which essentially dictates how the
users are going to interact with the system, defines the quality of their experience. This section introduces
each main component of the overall system architecture separately, starting with the choice on the type of
game, and finishing with the game development software that was used to create the game. At the end of the
section, an overview of the overall system architecture and a brief description on how the individual
components interact with each other is presented.

3.1.1 – Game Choice
This thesis proposes to provide cognitive stimulation to elders in the form of a multi-player game. Naturally,
one of the first steps in the process of achieving the proposed solution is related to the choice of the type of
game that would be implemented.
Despite already having an initial coarse idea of what type of game was going to be developed for this Thesis
project, it was interesting to find that, as discussed in section 2.4.3, traditional digital games can also bring
potential benefits to some areas of cognition [34], [27]. Despite this, due to the complexity of developing such
a game, this was never seen as a feasible option. In addition to the complexity, research suggests that the
transferability of the skills developed through playing these games is limited [30], [53], as is the validity of the
results due to lack of adequate control conditions [35].
The intention from the beginning of this project was to develop a game in the vein of what the VITHEA system
did, which was to present a stimuli to the user, either text, visual, or auditory, and then to ask the user to
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respond to it. Therefore, a quiz game was considered to be a good option, as it would allow the integration of
a set of question and answer interactions in the format of a game, in a way that could mimic the style of
exercises used in VITHEA. For example, word naming exercises that test verbal fluency, as described in section
2.3.3., consist of a user being asked to name as many words as possible belonging to a specific category within
a pre-defined time limit. This could be introduced in the game as a competitive challenge, where the players
that guessed the largest amount of words of a certain category would win. However, it was decided that for
the first attempt at developing the game, instead of implementing these exercises used in neuropsychological
examinations, a more simple and straight-forward quiz that tested the user’s general knowledge would be
implemented. It is worth noting that despite this type of game not being particularly designed to stimulate
cognitive abilities, a quiz is still common practice in cognitive stimulation therapy sessions [41]. However, an
important aspect to consider in the development of a quiz game for the targeted context is that the questions
cannot be of multiple choice answers like many quiz games do. The questions need to be of the open ended
type so players have to use their voice to answer the questions. This also encourages players to use their
memory more than if they were presented with several options for the answer as soon as the question was
asked.
Moreover, it was also determined that another key element of the game would be the possibility of a group
dynamic, an aspect that, as discussed in section 2.3.2, is essential to elders’ well-being and enjoyment of
cognitive stimulation exercises. This was also an important addition to the system as it is something that the
VITHEA system did not allow, as it is focused only on individualized stimulation [3], [2]. Thus, at an early stage
of the current project, the game Buzz! [36] was identified as one of the main sources of inspiration as it
consists of a multi-player quiz game, incorporating many players in a “gameshow” context. This aspect of
allowing the players to compete against each other plays an important role as it not only makes the experience
more engaging, but it has also been found that elder users prefer games that encourage social interaction [37].
The choice of the quiz game also meant that, similarly to the Buzz! game, there could be a “gameshow host”
that would ask the users the questions and interact with the players, acting as a social agent. This virtual agent
is explained in more detail later in this section.

3.1.2 – Player Interface
During the development of this dissertation project, the definition of how the players were going to interact
with the game was the design stage to which most attention was given to. This aspect of the system
architecture is extremely important, since a poor interface design that makes the users struggle to play would
undermine the potential usability and benefits of the game itself.
Once again, VITHEA was used as a reference with its use of Speech and Language Technology, as described in
section 2.2.1. Similarly to that case, it was fundamental to allow the users to respond verbally to the quiz game
questions. Section 2.4.2 outlined the importance of more user-friendly interfaces in order to avoid the
monotony, or in some cases the difficulty, that elder users may feel when using standard input devices such as
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the mouse and keyboard. This would also give players the feeling that they are responding to questions as if
they were participating in a gameshow, which helps with their engagement and enjoyment of the game
experience. As VITHEA was only designed for individual sessions, the user was supposed to be placed close to
the computer. This way, a built-in computer microphone, or any close-talking microphone could be used to
record a patients’ answer with a reasonable quality for posterior speech recognition. In a group dynamic,
however, where multiple users can be answering a question relatively far from the game display, the problem
of distant speech acquisition, processing and recognition needs to be considered. However, since tackling the
distance speech problem was not among the core objectives when this thesis started, and given the
complexity of the task, alternative solutions to distant speech were explored, with the prospect of eventually
transitioning into distant speech at a later stage of the project.
One option considered to mitigate the distant speech problem was to attribute each player with an individual
audio channel, based on systems like Kahoot! [42]. This particular system is an educational gaming platform
that involves students accessing a quiz that is setup by the teacher through their smart devices. This could be
applied in the sense that each patient would have their own smartphone with an application which consisted
of a button that once pressed would record an utterance through the phone’s microphone.
This idea was discarded however, as it required the development of a smart-phone application, as well as
forcing elder users to use touch screen technology, which they could be unfamiliar or uncomfortable with. The
current elderly population has not been in contact with computer technology until a much later stage in their
life, unlike more recent generations that were raised using a keyboard and mouse, or even touch screen
technology. This means that their level of computer literacy is significantly lower, and as such they could find
using a touch-screen interface confusing at first [43]. In an attempt to find an alternative to touch-screen
technology, a physical pressure button was considered an interesting option due to the simplicity of its use.
These kinds of pressure buttons are commonplace in daily TV gameshows that elderly populations have
watched over the years, meaning that not only would they be more comfortable with them, but the buttons
also enhance the experience of playing a competitive quiz game.
In order to incorporate these buttons and the recording of individual audio channels, one considered
possibility was to equip each player with their own physical button with an embedded ARDUINO and recording
microphone. This solution would allow for recording the voice once the player pressed the button and then
send the recorded file to the client module via a wi-fi connection. This solution was also discarded, as it
became clear that this would result in a very non-robust system with little scalability, because the transition to
distant speech would entail changing a major component of the system.
Consequently, taking into consideration previous observations, it was decided to consider a solution based on
distance speech processing, very likely at the cost of decreasing the speech recognition performance. Thus, an
array of microphones was required as they could provide acoustic localization to map the utterances to the
different speakers in addition to being able to extract voice input from ambient noise better than regular
microphones. Initially, Microsoft’s Kinect device [44] was seen as an interesting prospect as it not only had an
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integrated array of microphones, but also an RGB-D camera that registered motion. This opened up the
possibility of using visual cues to indicate that a player knows the answer, removing the push-to-talk element
of the game. However, despite this being an interesting and engaging method of interacting with a system, in
the case of seniors, physical debilitations could limit movements required to interact with the game [37].
After having started the development of the game system using the Microsoft Kinect microphone array, it was
found that a development kit for the Amazon Echo [45], a state-of-the-art device in distant speech, had
recently been made available. This device includes built-in voice signal processing [46] which produces a very
clear output with a very low noise-floor that is ideal for voice-controlled systems, as well improving ASR
accuracy. Because the correct detection of players’ answers is integral to the successful functioning of the
game, this device was chosen instead of the Microsoft Kinect.
The buttons that were used as the physical pressure buttons mentioned earlier, were the Buzz! Game
controllers. This was ideal as it not only has a main red buzzer, but it also contains additional buttons that
allow for a wider variety of uses, like navigating a menu. Figure 3.1 shows the microphone array and the Buzz!
Controller, the two input devices that serve as the main sources of interaction between the user and the
system.

(a) The Synaptics AudioSmart™ 4-Mic Development Kit

(b) Buzz! Controller

Figure 3.1 – Input devices used to interact with the system

With the two chosen input devices, the way in which users will interact with the system to answer the quiz
questions is by pressing a button and then saying the answer aloud using their voice. This mechanism provides
quite a natural user interface which almost mimics the experience of participating in a gameshow, further
enhancing the experience and making it more engaging.
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3.1.3 – Virtual Agent
As discussed in section 2.3.2, virtual social agents can play an important role in providing meaningful
interactions with users and often encourage social behaviour. Therefore, they are especially useful in systems
such as the one being developed for this project, which intend to provide a social environment for elders. In
early development stages an embodied social robot, more specifically Furhat, was considered as a likely
option. This device is considered state-of-the-art technology in social robotics, as it carries a strong social
presence, which has been found in research studies to be imperative for user engagement with any activity
[26]. However, due to its complexity and given the time frame of this project, this was put aside in favour of a
more simplistic approach of adopting one of the virtual social agents developed for the VITHEA platform.
As discussed in section 2.3.2, despite the physical embodiment of a social agent being seen as a valuable
characteristic, it was not the something that strongly influenced its social presence in the perspective of elder
users [25], [26]. This indicates that in order to enhance the social presence of a social agent, the focus can be
directed more towards the design of the interactions and ensuring they would engage users. For this reason, it
was assumed that the choice to not implement a physical robot into the system would not significantly hinder
the overall experience of the users.
The physical representation of the character used is a low poly 3D model generated using the Unity game
engine, with the ability to show facial emotions and simulate speech. Despite the character being built in a 3D
environment, the game developed for this thesis was built in a 2D environment, which meant that this
character was simply projected onto a 2D plane. Figure 3.2 shows the 3D character in the original 3D game
environment, as well as the 2D projection used for the game.

(a) 3D Virtual agent in Unity’s 3D environment

(b) 3D Virtual agent projected on a 2D Unity environment

Figure 3.2 – Virtual Agent used for the game
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This character serves as the interface with the speech synthesis, and has a component that can forward and
receive text from a TTS server. The speech synthesis is generated in a remote TTS server after having received
text from the character. Once the character receives the server reply, its lips move synchronized with the
speech synthesis, simulating that the character is talking. The TTS engine used in the game environment is
known as DIXI and has been described in section 2.2.2 of this thesis.
Additionally, this character is also the interface with the speech recognition element, and has a component
that sends audio to a remote server and receives a result in text form. The speech recognition is performed in
a remote ASR server after receiving an audio clip from the character. The server then returns the words that
were spoken in text format, or, in the case that no word was recognized in the audio clip, the server returns
“_REPEAT_”. Depending on the requirements of the game however, the ASR system can also work in a KWS
mode where in addition to sending the audio to the server, the character also sends the words that need to be
recognized. If the recorded audio contains any of the keywords, these words are sent back to the character. In
the case none of the audio contains a keyword, the server returns “_REPEAT_”. The ASR engine used in the
game environment is known as AUDIMUS and has been described, along with the KWS mode, in section 2.1.2
of this thesis.
This implementation of the social agent allows him to take the role of the gameshow host by using speech
synthesis to ask questions or give feedback, while also using speech recognition to “listen to” users’ answers.
This use of SLT in the game is inspired by the VITHEA platform’s virtual therapist which had a social agent
playing the role of the health worker. This gives users a more unique and engaging experience as it almost
feels like a two-way interaction between user and virtual host.

3.1.4 – Game Development Environment
Having defined all the separate components of the system architecture, it became necessary to choose an
adequate game development environment. This was crucial not only for the process of creating the game, but
also to integrate the separate components described previously and to allow them to communicate with each
other, making this a functioning system.

PyGame
During early planning stages of this thesis project it was decided that PyGame would be used to develop the
game. PyGame is a free, open source Python programming language library used to make games and other
multimedia applications [49]. This choice was made taking into account that Python is a relatively simple
programming language to use, and in this sense, it was seen as a convenient option to develop a quiz-like
game, which is in some sense quite simplistic. In addition to this, PyGame is very portable and it can run on
most platforms and operating systems, which is very important when developing a game that intends to be
easily accessible.
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PyGame was used quite far into the development process, and many of the necessary in-game mechanics had
already been implemented. This included a graphical interface for users to play, music and sound effects in the
background, the ability to create a player profile and most importantly, a quiz competition with a score
system. The questions that made up the quiz were temporarily in English and were stored in an Excel
spreadsheet, to be later replaced by hand-picked Portuguese questions. Initially, the in-game elements were
the focus, leaving the implementation and interfacing of the Buzz! Controllers, the microphone array and the
social agent for a later stage. This meant that mechanics like joining the game, interacting with the menu and
answering questions were all performed using standard input devices like the mouse and keyboard. Figure 3.3
shows screenshots of this early version of the game developed using PyGame.

(a) Pygame - Main Menu

(b) Pygame - Player profile creation
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(c) Pygame – Quiz game screen

Figure 3.3 – Screenshots of the quiz game developed using pygame
With PyGame being based on the Python programming language, it was relatively easy to develop a simple
interface and some basic functionalities as shown in Figure 3.3. However, when it became necessary to add
the more complex components of the system, it proved to be quite a limited platform. The virtual agent was
the main obstacle, as it was impossible to integrate this Unity-based character directly into the Python
environment. Some alternatives were explored, such as hosting the Unity character on a website that could be
accessed by the Python program using a separate browser window. However, this alternative made it
impossible to embed the social agent into the game, so they essentially could not interact with each other,
leaving the game without any of the SLT elements. Given this problem, and considering the virtual agent as an
indispensable component for the project, the development of the game using Python and PyGame was
abandoned.

Unity
Upon considering other game development platforms that would be simple enough to adopt without
extensive prior knowledge, but versatile enough to cater to all the system requirements, Unity was chosen to
start developing the game from the beginning again. Unity is a game engine that uses common libraries and
programming languages such as C#. This general-purpose object-oriented language was released alongside
Visual Studio 2017, which comes with Unity, and was the coding language used for this thesis project.
Additionally, Unity’s portability is extensive as it supports building games for a very wide variety of platforms
such as Windows, Mac, Linux and even WebGL. Despite being more complex in nature than PyGame, Unity
was designed specifically for game development, making it more intuitive and comprehensive to work with.
One aspect that greatly improved upon the transition to Unity was the game’s graphical interface (GUI). In
contrast to PyGame where all the visual graphic elements were generated via Python code, Unity provides an
editor with tools to create more complex visual elements without resorting to coding.
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Another aspect in which switching to Unity proved to be beneficial for the development of this thesis was in its
ease of compatibility when integrating elements such as the controllers and the social agent. The Buzz!
controllers were very simple to introduce into the game, as Unity recognized it instantly as a joystick controller
once they had been connected via USB. This meant that each button could easily be assigned to an input
variable, making it easy to manage and control the buttons via C# script. The 3D virtual agent developed using
Unity was not as simple to incorporate, despite the possibility of directly importing it into the game’s project as
a regular game object. The character was developed in a version of Unity that was older than the one in which
the game was being developed, and once imported, both the speech recognition and speech synthesis
elements were not functioning. However, after some reworking of the original components of the 3D project,
the social agent and the SLT were fully embedded with the game and could interact with the other elements.
The microphone was also very simple to introduce to the system as the script that recorded audio simply used
the computer’s default microphone. This meant that once the microphone array was connected to the
computer via USB, the game used this instead of the computer’s microphone. Figure 3.4 shows some of the
elements of Unity discussed here.

(a) Unity editor

(b) Unity recognizing the Buzz controller as a joystick and assigning input variables in the input manager
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(c) 3D character embedded in the game as a game object

Figure 3.4 – Screenshots of the Relevant components of the Unity game development platform

The choice to change the game development platform from pygame to Unity, despite hindering the progress
of the project, proved to be essential as it finally allowed to join all the elements of the system architecture
that give this game potential to be used in the context of cognitive stimulation.

3.1.5 – Final system architecture
After having completed the process of studying various options for the different components of the system, it
became possible to develop the first version of the game. The minimum requirements defined for this first
attempt were that it should be able to host up to four players that could play a round of randomly selected
questions with a functioning scoring system and game host. Additionally, the speech recognition and speech
synthesis elements would also have to be working.
The remaining factor was how the game was going to be distributed, given the objective of making it as easily
accessible as possible. As suggested before, WebGL was considered as Unity can build games for this platform,
and this would allow the game to be played on a browser. This meant that in terms of testing the game with
elderly users, only the Buzz! controllers and the microphone would have to be transported to the day care
centres. At the centre, the only thing required would be a computer with which to run the game on a browser
and of course connecting the input devices. This was opted against at this stage, as the resulting game can vary
depending on the browser, and Unity’s WebGL builds do not include certain functionalities such as
microphone input control with Unity libraries, meaning an external service would be required. The possibility
of building the game for Linux and playing it locally on a Raspberry Pi was also considered, due to its small size
and ease of portability. However, as the game was developed on a Windows operated computer, it was
decided that it would be easier to simply build the game for Windows and play it locally on the laptop. This
was a safe choice as all the simulations with the Buzz! controllers and microphone had been done on a
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Windows computer, and so there was no risk of having issues with the input devices. The game also requires a
connection to the internet due to the 3D character which holds the speech recognition and speech synthesis
elements of the game that are performed in remote servers.
Lastly, it was necessary to define how the game was going to be presented or displayed to the players. As the
game was going to be hosted on a laptop, the screen and speakers of that device could be used, however this
would provide a small screen and low volume output of sound. This is less than ideal for elderly users that
could have deteriorated vision and hearing, as it would require them to be in close proximity of the laptop,
making the interaction with the game unpleasant. For this reason, it was considered important to have a TV
screen connected to the laptop, in order to provide a louder source of audio and clearer visual output for the
players. This would allow players to be arranged in a more natural setup, as if they were sitting to watch TV,
with the only limit being the length of the wires from the Buzz! controllers. Figure 3.5 shows the final
architecture of the system developed for this thesis project.

Figure 3.5 – Illustration of the final system architecture

Given this configuration, elderly users do not have to interact with a keyboard, a mouse or even a touch
screen, making this a natural user interface. Naturally, supervision would be advised to ensure the experience
runs smoothly and to aid the users in case something was not clear. However, the social agent acts as the
gameshow host, interacting with the users and controlling the flow of the game, which means that the need
for the participation of a caretaker to dynamize the game is very reduced. This is in line with the initial
objectives of this thesis that aimed to provide a multiplayer cognitive stimulation platform in the format of an
engaging game with SLT elements present in systems like VITHEA, so as to offer an entertaining cognitive
stimulation experience.
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3.2 - Game design
After having defined how the players physically interact with the system, it was important to define how the
players interact with each other and the game itself. The flow of the game, the design, and the in-game
mechanics are all elements that have been developed with eldercare and cognitive stimulation in mind. As
seen in section 2.4.3, there are certain characteristics in games that the elderly can feel uncomfortable with,
and as such, it is important that the game design caters to the preferences of the target users. This section
begins by presenting a simplified flowchart that encapsulates the game’s basic structure, followed by a
description of a generic run-through of the game. The main game design aspects and mechanics are also
highlighted, along with an explanation of how previous research findings found in the literature influenced the
choice of these game elements.

3.2.1 – Gameflow
The flowchart shown in Figure 3.6 aims to describe the overall structure of the game in a simple and intuitive
way. It also serves as a means to see the order in which events happen in-game, as well as the different
options players have. The various blocks included in the diagram will be explained in further detail throughout
this section.

Figure 3.6 – Simplified flowchart of the quiz game
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Upon starting the game, players are shown the main menu screen where they are faced with four options, as
shown in Figure 3.7 (a). They can start a new game, read instructions to learn how to play in case they have
not played the game previously, add new questions to the game’s question database and quit the game. The
instructions screen, shown in Figure 3.7 (b), details how the main game works in very succinct points. This
includes information on how the player is supposed to use the Buzz! controller to answer the questions, how
the score system works and how to win the game. In case the user wishes to add a new question to the
system, they can use the visual interface provided in the screen shown in Figures 3.7 (c) and (d). In order to
input the new question, the user has to select the appropriate white input box and use the keyboard to type it
in. As mentioned in section 3.1.1, the questions implemented in this quiz game are open ended, so there could
be multiple ways of saying the same answer. For this reason, the user has the option to input up to four
different phrasings of the same answer that would be considered correct. The process of inputting the answers
is identical to the questions. Once the question and answers have been introduced, the user can press the
“add question” button to confirm and add it to the database. This new question only becomes available ingame once the game has been restarted.

(a) Main Menu interface

(b) Instructions on how to play the Speed game mode

(c) Interface to add new question

(d) New question added

Figure 3.7 – In-game screenshots of the game’s menu, how to play, and custom question screen
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In order to avoid that more than one player might interact simultaneously with the menu, the main navigation
controls are limited to be used only by Player 1, as seen in figures 3.7 (a), 3.8 (a) and (b). If the player chooses
to start the game, a screen that offers the choice between two game types, as seen in Figure 3.8 (a), appears.
Here users can choose between playing the regular “Speed” mode, as well as a “Turns” mode, both of which
will be explained further ahead in this section. After having chosen the game mode they wish to play, the user
is given the choice to select how many players are going to participate in the game. As seen in figure 3.8 (b),
the player can choose from one player, for solo play, to up to four players, for a multiplayer game. Then users
are faced with the player “join” or waiting screen, shown in Figure 3.8 (c). This is the section of the game in
which players have to indicate that they are ready to play by pressing their buzzers. Once the selected number
of players have pressed their buzzers, the players that have joined proceed to the next stage of creating a
profile, which consists of associating their names to their player profile. The process by which the game does
this is to first ask player 1 to say their first name, and to wait for the speech recognition to complete. The
result of the ASR is defined as player 1’s name. The game then asks the player to confirm if the name returned
by the ASR module is in fact the player’s name. If it is correct, the game permanently assumes that name for
player 1, and moves on to player 2 in order to repeat this process. If the player indicates that it is incorrect,
however, the process of asking the player to say their name and assigning the result to the player name is
repeated. This is followed by a second, and final, confirmation of the name. If it is confirmed, the game
assumes this to be player 1’s name for the rest of the game, as described previously. However, if the name is
rejected a second time, the game simply assumes the players’ name as “Player 1” and moves on to the next
player. After all the players have said their names, the game is fully set-up and it is ready to begin. At this
point, a 3 second countdown starts, leading to a screen that indicates that the game is about to begin, as seen
in Figure 3.8 (d). The game begins after all the players are ready and the countdown ends. Depending on the
game mode that was chosen previously, the mechanics of the game differs.

(a) Game-mode choice

(b) Number of players choice screen
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(c) Players associating their names to their profile

(d) Screen indicating the game is about to start

Figure 3.8 – In-game screenshots of the game choice, player joining and pre-game screen

“Speed” game
The original plan for this thesis was to develop a single game mode, referred to as the “Speed” game mode,
which consists of a round of 10 questions. The player that achieves the highest score at the end of the 10
questions is the winner. As shown in Figure 3.9 (a), each question begins with the screen displaying the
question number, as well as the player names and scores while the host reads out the question. After the host
finishes reading out the question, the game begins a 30 second countdown timer and displays the question
visually through text as a way to allow players to also read the question. When a player knows the answer and
wishes to respond to the question, they must press their buzzer. The first player to press the buzzer is given
the chance to answer, whilst the other players must now wait for the next question. After the player says their
answer, they must wait for the game to confirm whether or not the answer is correct through speech
recognition. If the answer is correct the player receives 250 points, as oppose to when the answer is wrong, in
which case the player receives 0 points. For both cases there is a visual feedback that indicates whether the
player got the question right or wrong, as shown in Figure 3.9 (b). If no player presses their buzzer before the
timer runs out, the game skips to the next question with no player getting any points. This process is then
repeated throughout the 10 questions.
As mentioned before, if at the end of the questions only one player is at the top of the score board, then this
player wins the game. However, there may be the case where more than one player shares the highest score.
If this is the case, the players that achieved the top score advance to a final stage, while the remaining players
are eliminated, as shown in figure 3.9 (c) and (d). In this stage of the game, the first player to correctly answer
a new question wins immediately. Once a player wins, the game presents a screen with text indicating who
won, before returning to the main menu.
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(a) Host reading out the question

(b) Player receiving feedback after answering a question

(c) Players moving on to the final stage after drawing

(d) Screen remaining players in the final stage

Figure 3.9 – In-game screenshots of the “Speed” quiz game

“Turns” game
In the so-called “Turns” game mode, instead of having a fixed set of 10 questions where whoever is the fastest
gets to answer the question, comprises of 4 rounds of questions. In every round, a different question is asked
to each player individually, and the player that has the highest number of points at the end of the 4 rounds
wins the game. The quiz begins with the host reading aloud the question directed at one of the players. At this
point the screen displays the round number while also highlighting the chosen player’s name. Similarly to the
“Speed” game, once the host finishes reading out the question a 30 second countdown timer starts and the
question is displayed on the screen. However, in this game mode only the chosen player has the chance to
answer the questions, while the others simply wait for their turn. If a player, in their turn, does not know the
answer, they can simply press a button on their Buzz! controller that allows them to skip their turn, as seen in
figure 3.10 (b), which results in receiving no points for that question. The process of answering and receiving
feedback is virtually the same as for the previous game mode, as is the consequence of letting the timer reach
its end. After the current player receives their feedback, this process is repeated for the next player in cue.
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One round of questions consists of each player finishing their turn to answer their question, with the game
lasting for 4 rounds.
If, once again, more than one player is at the top of the score board, then these players move on to a final
stage of the game. In this case, each player is entitled to take their turn answering a bonus question, which
means there is an extra round of questions. At the end of this round, the scores are checked again for winners.
If it is still a draw, then extra rounds are added until one player reaches the end of the round with more points
than the other. The winner is then announced by the host and shown on-screen, as can be seen in figure 3.10
which illustrates this, as well as some other elements of the game described in this section. Upon completing
the quiz, the game returns to the main menu.

(a) Host reading out the question

(b) Player choosing to skip their turn

(c) Player getting positive feedback for answering correctly

(d) Screen revealing who won

Figure 3.10 – In-game screenshots of the “Turns” quiz game

A single playthrough of the game ends after completing the game and returning to the main menu, at which
point the whole process can begin again.
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3.2.2 – Game elements and mechanics
Game design and the mechanics of different elements of the game is, along with the system architecture, what
defines how appropriate this project is for the desired audience. One study, similarly to this thesis, designed a
gaming platform for seniors that promoted quality-of-life by incorporating elements prominent in cognitive
training [37]. In this study, the authors provide a series of features that they found to be essential when
designing a game targeted at seniors. The features mentioned included customizability, expandability, instant
feedback, immediate rewards as well as senior adapted interfaces. These features can be seen in many of the
game characteristics mentioned superficially in section 3.2.1, as they were designed and created with elderly
users in mind. What follows in this section is an explanation of how the main game mechanics and design
elements were implemented using C# in Visual Studio 2017 and the Unity Editor. Moreover, it also describes
how each of them relates to the features described in the previously mentioned study in [37].

Creating a player profile
As mentioned in the description of the flow of the game, before starting the quiz the players have to join it by
creating a player profile. As seen in Figure 3.9 (b), this process begins when the players press their buzzer in
the player join screen. This creates a player object with a generic name of ‘Player X’, depending on which
buzzer was pressed. The player number is associated to the number in the buzzer’s name defined in the input
manager shown in Figure 3.5. In order to make this clear to the players, the numbers were sellotaped to each
respective Buzz! controller. An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.1, where the buzzer with the input
name “Buzzer1_1” has the number 1. This way, when the player presses the buzzer with the number 2, for
example, the game creates “Player 2”.
The next stage of the process involves the person adding their name to the player profile. The first
implemented version of this involved a traditional implementation of ASR, whereby the players would say their
name while their voice would be captured with the microphone and recorded. This recording was then sent to
the AUDIMUS server where the ASR system would “translate” the audio to text and return the result. This
result was then used to replace the generic name attributed to the player object when they joined initially.
This meant that upon completing this stage, the player’s profile now had the actual player’s name. This
method worked well in a controlled environment, in which the player knows not to say anything else but their
name. However, if the user says something immediately before or after their name whilst the game was
recording, this is also sent to the ASR server. Therefore, the game would not only receive the name, but also
whatever the speech recognition found in the rest of the audio clip. This resulted in the name associated to the
player’s profile including random words that were not meant to be included in the player name.
In order to solve this, instead of performing regular ASR, the process of speech recognition applied to the
player’s name was executed using the keyword spotting mode described in section 2.1.2. The objective here is
to guarantee that nothing besides a name will be returned by the ASR server, filtering out any sounds or words
mistakenly recorded and sent for speech recognition. The KWS mode requires Extensible Markup Language
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(XML) code that contains the keywords to be sent to AUDIMUS alongside the recorded audio. In this case, the
keywords consist of as many common Portuguese first names as possible. This was implemented by storing a
comprehensive database of 789 Portuguese names in a .csv file that was automatically imported as a table into
the game once the user opened the application. This way, whenever the process of recording the player saying
their name occurred, the program would scan the table of names and insert them in the XML code that was to
be sent with the audio. The use of KWS when adding the player names generally solved the problem of the
previous method. However, if a recorded sound made by the player was similar enough to one of the names
used as keywords, the recognizer could return the player’s name along with another name by mistake. As a
means to attenuate this potential error, an extra step where the player confirms the name returned by the
server, described in section 3.2.1, was added.
The process of allowing the users to have their own names as their player name, despite not being necessary
to the functioning of the system, was seen as an important element of the game. This allowed the experience
to become more personal to the specific individual as they could relate to seeing their name, rather than
simply having a generic Player X name. Consequently, this customization helped the players be more engaged
while playing, which is essential when designing video games for elders [37].

Quiz questions
The questions and answers that make up the actual quiz portion of the game are a very important component
of the project developed for this thesis. As described in section 3.1.1, it was determined that the questions
used for this game would be open-ended. Once the question was read out and displayed, the user would have
to say an answer rather than choosing one from a group of answers displayed on-screen. This requires the use
of DIXI, the speech synthesis server, as the question needs to be sent to DIXI to allow the host to “read out”
the question. Additionally, the use of ASR in KWS mode is also needed to record the player’s response, and
then check if it matches any of the answers sent as keywords. To implement this, a database of around 160
Portuguese questions followed by their respective answers was stored as a .csv file and loaded as a table into
the game environment upon starting the game. Once all the players have finished creating their profiles and
before the quiz starts, the set of questions needs to be retrieved from the table. This is done by first creating a
vector of random numbers between 1 and the number of questions in the table, with the size of the vector
depending on the number of questions that need to be asked. These numbers are then used as the indices for
the table, in order to obtain random questions and answers stored in these positions. The selected questions
and respective answers are also stored in a vector, so they can be accessed once the quiz starts. In order to
avoid using repeated questions in consecutive quiz games, a vector stores the indices of the questions used.
This way, the next time a vector of random indices is created, the stored indices cannot be used.
The choice of the questions to be added to the question database played a significant role in making this game
more geared towards cognitive stimulation for elders. The goal of asking questions to the players in this
context is to encourage them to use their memory and exercise the related areas of the brain. Therefore, the
chosen questions consist of not only general knowledge, but also Portuguese historical and older pop culture
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questions to cater to the elder populations. These more specific Portuguese questions also serve the purpose
of creating a feeling of nostalgia, encouraging players to discuss the topic raised by the question.
Another element related to the quiz questions in the game that was important was the ability to add new
questions to the database. Inspired by VITHEA, this game has an interface, seen in figure 3.8 (c) and (d), that
allows users to add custom questions and their respective answers. With this tool, a supervisor at a day centre
could add questions that cater specifically to the tastes of the individuals that play the game in that
environment, meaning the experience could vary from facility to facility.
The adequate choice of questions in addition to the ability to add new questions adds a level of customization
to the game that, similarly to the player names, provides a more engaging experience for the players [37].

Score system
One of the main motivations behind this project was to provide a platform that could perform cognitive
stimulation in a more entertaining format, to escape the monotonous nature of most cognitive exercises. The
choice to make this platform a game stemmed from the idea that an element of playing together and against
each other could benefit elders’ engagement. In order to promote competitiveness between players, a score
system was developed, allowing the player that answered more questions correctly to win the game.
When the player profiles are created before beginning the quiz, each player is attributed a score of 0 points. If
a player answers a question correctly they receive 250 points, whereas if they get it wrong or run out of time,
they receive no points. Upon answering a question, the ASR server returns “_REPEAT_” if the player’s answer
is incorrect, or it returns the right answer the player said. The moment the game receives this response it
immediately provides visual feedback accordingly, showing the 250 points in green, and the 0 points in red. At
the end of the quiz these scores are compared, and the player with most points is rewarded as the winner.
This implementation of the score system is essential for the game design for elder users in two main aspects,
which are the instant feedback and immediate rewards [37]. Instant feedback is important as it allows users to
become aware of whether they succeeded or not. In this case, the immediate visual feedback in addition to
the host providing auditory feedback make it clear to the user whether or not they answered the question
correctly. This can be a motivating factor if it is correct, as well as a learning experience if answered
incorrectly, as the host reads out what would be the correct answer. Using the points as immediate rewards
and having the players’ scores constantly displayed on screen allows users to keep track of each other’s
progress, promoting healthy competition. This competitiveness encourages the players to interact with each
other, something that is greatly appreciated by elders when engaging with video games [37].

Different game modes
As shown in the previous section that described the gameflow, the player has the possibility of choosing
between two game modes. However, initially this was not the case as players could only play the regular mode
which is the “Speed” Game. At early stages of the thesis this game mode was considered to be sufficient as it
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had all the desired elements by rewarding players that pressed their buzzer first and answered correctly.
However, after completing the research of the state-of-the-art, it was found that generally elders avoid games
that involve speed and time limits as these characteristics put pressure on the players [32]. Due to the nature
of the game, it was not possible to remove the time limits as this would allow for a situation where no player
knew the answer to a question and the game would simply not advance. Therefore, in an attempt to
compromise between having a time limit and not putting pressure on the players, it was decided that players
would have 30 seconds to answer the question. In this case, it is expected that the timer would be slow
enough so that players would not feel the end of the timer fast approaching, but also that it would be quick
enough to not leave players waiting for too long if they did not know the answer. Despite improving the time
limit issue, in this game mode players had to react quickly upon hearing the question in order to be the first to
press their buzzer to answer. This game dynamic could potentially put too much pressure on the players as
they would have to worry about how quickly they could respond, rather than taking their time to use their
memory and think about the question.
In order to avoid having elder players potentially feeling uneasy about playing the game, the new “Turns”
game mode was developed. The idea behind this game mode was to remove the sense of urgency players
could have when playing the regular mode, whilst still maintaining the element of competitiveness. The
solution was to develop a game mode in which each player took a turn answering questions for a number of
rounds, as described in section 3.2.1. This removed the element of speed from the game as players no longer
had to press their buzzer faster than other players in order to answer. Making the game turn-based also meant
that all players can answer an equal number of questions, allowing each player to exercise their memory. This
makes it a fairer game, whilst still keeping it competitive as the players are still required to answer more
questions correctly to win. It also prevents something that could occur in the other game mode where players
would not be able to answer any question if they were not quick enough, which would not provide any
cognitive stimulation to that player.
This extra game mode was developed with relative ease, which is promising in terms of potential development
of further game modes in the future. Having a platform that allows for this expandability is essential in elder
game design as it is important to be able to adapt to trends and needs of the users [37].

Visual Design
The graphical interface that players are faced with when playing a game strongly dictates how the experience
flows and how easily users can interact with a game. The lack of any experience in graphic design and using the
Unity editor when developing this game limited the possibilities in terms of the game’s visual interface. As
seen in figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11, the visuals were approached in simplistic fashion, only displaying
necessary information in a very basic way that was sufficient for a clear understanding of what was happening.
One of the design choices that was made to enforce this simplistic visual presentation was to have the least
amount of text on display as possible. Because the game already provided visual cues as well as audio
feedback to give players information, adding a lot of text could prove to be overwhelming and confusing for
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the players. Besides the essential information such as button labels or player’s names and scores, text is only
used to complement what has already been said by the host in case players did not understand something at
first. This means players do not depend on reading text to play the game, allowing it to flow more smoothly.
As stated in section 3.1.2, the player interface chosen for this game aimed to remove the need to use a
standard keyboard and mouse. This makes the learning process of interacting with the game much easier for
elder players as they would have the ability to navigate the game using only their Buzz! controller. It was
necessary, therefore, to develop a game navigation system that at no point required the input of a mouse or
keyboard. The lack of explanatory text on display coupled with the aim to avoid standard input devices meant
that the visual layout of the menu and game interfaces had to be as clear as possible. Additionally, it was
important that the visual interface was simple enough that players would be able to understand how to
interact with the game without any previous experience. In order to achieve this, whichever Buzz! controller
buttons could interact with the game at a given stage were represented on-screen by respectively similar
looking buttons. A good example of this game design element is when comparing the main menu screen
shown in figure 3.8 (a) with the Buzz! controller shown in figure 3.1. These two images show how the onscreen buttons are identical in shape and colour to the physical buttons that control them. This is also the case
when the circular red buzzer on the Buzz! controllers need to be used, as seen in figure 3.9. This makes the
interface and navigation of the game very intuitive, as players can recognize what buttons they have to press
by comparing what they see on-screen with the controller they are holding. The keyboard and mouse are still
required for one component of the game, which is the addition of new questions to the question database.
However, this was intentionally designed to be used by supervisors, so players only need the Buzz! controllers
as intended.
The simplicity of the visual design was an important component of making the players’ interactions with the
game as easy as possible. This design also accommodates for the potential challenges elders face when playing
games, which is crucial when attempting to make this form of cognitive stimulation accessible to them [37].

Host interactions
The 3D character implemented in this game plays the role of the gameshow host, and is the main means of
interaction with the players, alongside the previously described graphical interface. As described in section
3.1.3, this character interfaces with the speech synthesis and provides auditory feedback by “speaking” to the
players. The host’s main function is to drive the game, and provide players with the basic instructions of what
they have to do, as well as reading the questions aloud before giving feedback on whether the players
answered correctly or not.
Despite this being enough to allow players to play through the game, it could prove to be quite tedious if the
host only ever said the same specific instructions and feedback. Additionally, as discussed in section 2.3.2, the
design of the interactions plays a big role in elders’ positive reaction to virtual agents. For these reasons, it
became important to diversify the interactions between the virtual agent and the players, in order to allow for
a more engaging experience. This was approached by adding more casual comments intended for the host to
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say throughout various different stages of game. These comments could be triggered either by the stage of the
quiz the players are in, or by time-related events. For example, if it is the first question of the game, the host
would make a specific comment to that question, or if the players take a long time too answer, the host would
comment on that fact. In addition to having a wider variety of comments, the language and tone used was
more light-hearted and humorous, making the interactions seem friendly and less robotic.
Despite these changes, there was still an issue with the host interactions, which was that for each condition
where speech synthesis occurred, there was only one sentence that was sent to the DIXI server. This meant
that the host would always repeat the same phrases in the various stages of the game, making for a tedious
and unrealistic social interaction. In order to avoid this problem, each in-game situation that triggered speech
synthesis to occur had a choice of at least two different phrases to send to DIXI. For example, in the case that a
player answers the question incorrectly, instead of a single predetermined string, a list of strings is created
that contains multiple options such as:


“That is incorrect”



“Unfortunately, you answered incorrectly”



“Oh what a shame, that is incorrect”



“Woops, you got that one wrong”

After loading up the options onto the list, one of them is picked randomly and sent to the DIXI server to be
“read out” by the host. With this implementation, it is unlikely that the host will repeat himself often
throughout one run-through of the game. This also means that the experience feels different each time, which
is closer to how real social interactions feel like, creating a more engaging experience for the players.
It is important to note that for the majority of the game, it is a one-way conversation between the host and
the players, which is common in the context of a game. However, in the moments of the game when speech
recognition is preformed, the idea of the host listening to what the player says is simulated. When the player’s
say their name, for example, the name that returns from the ASR server is then used for speech synthesis
immediately after. Essentially, the host uses the player’s name in his speech after having “heard” it, and can do
so at any point during the game as the player’s name is stored in a variable within the script. This helps to
create the notion that the host and the players are having a two-way conversation and are speaking personally
to each other.
The design of the host interactions and how speech synthesis is used in this game described above helped the
interactions with the elder players feel more natural, mimicking the interactions that users would have if they
participated in a gameshow. This contributes to make the game feel more entertaining and engaging for the
players, which is important when attempting to perform cognitive stimulation to elders.

Voice Recording
One of the most significant elements of the speech recognition process is defining the strategy used to start
and stop recording the audio intended to be sent to the ASR server. When embedding ASR in the context of a
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game, it is important that this process feels as natural as possible, so that the game may flow more smoothly.
There are various different possible approaches to this problem, requiring varying degrees of user interaction.
It was essential, therefore, that the solutions chosen were adequate given the context of when the speech
recognition is required in the game.
Inspired by the VITHEA system, the first method used to record users was based on a Push-To-Talk (PTT)
approach, whereby the recording starts once a button has been pressed, and ends when the same button is
pressed again [2]. This is one of the simplest options, as the only thing the system needs to know is whether an
input variable has been pressed in order to trigger the recording. This solution worked well in the quiz section
when playing in the “Speed” game mode. Once the host finishes reading out the question, the players need to
be the first to press their buzzers in order to be able to answer the question. Therefore, this buzzer pression
signal can be simultaneously used as the trigger to start recording the player’s answer. The use of PTT in this
moment was directly embedded with the already existing in-game mechanic of pressing a buzzer to choose a
player, allowing the game to flow normally. The player would then only have to press it again once they had
finished saying their answer. When using PTT to stop recording audio, users may tend to press the button
whilst still ending their speech, meaning that the last one or two syllables of speech might not be recorded,
and consequently the audio sent to the ASR server could be incomplete. For this reason, the game waited for 1
second after the buzzer had been pressed before ending the recording.
However, the PTT approach was not ideal for the other stages of the game that required speech recognition. In
both the player profile section and the “Turns” game, the system already knows who is going to speak before
they start recording. This means that despite the player knowing that it is their turn to speak, they still have to
press the button to record their speech. This disrupted the natural flow of the game, making it more confusing
for the user. In order to solve this problem, a different way to begin recording was developed which did not
require user interaction. This solution consisted of the game waiting for a specific cue to begin recording
automatically. In both the name section and the “Turns” game, the user should be able to start to respond to
the host once he finished speaking, that is, either after having read out a question or after having asked a
player to say their name. Consequently, the cue to start recording had to be the moment the host stopped
speaking. This event was not accessible in the scripts belonging to the 3D Unity character, despite there being
a Boolean variable that monitored whether or not the host was speaking. As a result, it was necessary to
create an algorithm that detected if the host’s speech flag had changed from true to false. This was done
simply by creating an additional variable that stored the previous state, so the current state could be
compared to the previous, allowing the falling edge to be detected. This method of triggering the recording
removed unnecessary pressing of the buzzer, allowing players’ responses to begin more intuitively.
Despite the techniques used to trigger voice recording allowing for minimal user interaction, the question of
how users end the recording could still be improved by using a method called endpoint detection. This is the
process by which a system can automatically detect if a person’s speech has ended by analysing the audio
signal’s properties. Unity provides tools to analyse spectrum data of audio clips, one of which is the amplitude
of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The average amplitude was used as the measure of sound level in this
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implementation. In order for the system to distinguish silence from speech, it is necessary to define a
reference value which, if surpassed, indicates that the user is speaking. Once the recording of audio starts, the
average amplitude of the spectrum data is calculated continuously, with the results being added to a list of
integers. Once a second has passed, the average value of the list is calculated, which represents the average
amplitude of the FFT in a second. This value is then compared with the baseline reference value determined
beforehand, in order to detect silence or speech. As the purpose of this algorithm is to detect silence after a
player has spoken, a flag first detects when the level surpasses the reference value to indicate speech has
started. If the level then reduces below the reference value and the flag is true, then the system can conclude
that someone has stopped talking.
This had a problem which was that if a person interrupted their speech for a second, the game would assume
that the person had finished talking, meaning the system lacked context. In order to resolve this, as the 1
second averages were calculated, they were added to a buffer which stored up to three values. Using the first
in, first out (FIFO) method, the system could continuously calculate the average amplitude for the last 3
seconds. This made the system cleverer as it could understand that a small moment of silence was still part of
the player’s speech. If the system detects an average silence for 3 seconds then it assumes the player has
finished speaking, and ends the recording of audio. Because in Unity it is not possible process audio as it is
being recorded, the input signal is then played back as Unity’s output audio in real-time. This means that the
processing described above is applied to the playback rather than directly to the input signal, which causes a
small lag time between the audio being processed and the sound being recorded. Additionally, in order to
avoid feedback and the players hearing themselves, the audio of the game is muted when speech is being
recorded.
During the first attempts at using endpoint detection, the computer’s microphone was used to record the
audio, which led to poor results. The poor quality of the microphone meant the noise floor was very high and
variable which made it hard to define a reference level that separated speech from silence. Many times, the
voice was buried in the inherent noise of the microphone which meant it would not detect speech. The
process of endpoint detection significantly improved with the introduction of the microphone array used in
this project. As described in section 3.1.2, the on-board processing to the raw input sound meant that the
audio signal that entered the game to be analysed was treated in a way that facilitated the detection of
speech. The noise floor when using the microphone array was much quieter and more stable. Additionally,
when the user spoke, the change in average amplitude of the FFT would be far greater than with the computer
microphone. This allowed for a clearer distinction of the recorded signal level when there was silence or when
someone was talking, making it easier to select a reference level.
The combination of the various different strategies for voice recording used in the proposed system, meant
that minimal user interaction was required. This component, together with the design of the host interactions
described in the previous section, allows for interactions between the players and the game to be more
natural, resembling real-life dialogue more closely. The design of these in-game mechanics proved to be
essential to make the game adequate for seniors, keeping them engaged when exercising their memory [37].
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4. Evaluation
In this chapter, the developed game is evaluated in two main aspects. The first, detailed in section 4.1, is an
evaluation of the user’s experience when playing the game. This study was done by asking players to answer a
questionnaire that rated the most important components of the game. The second part of the evaluation,
described in section 4.2, is an analysis of the KWS module used in the game to detect whether players’
answers are correct or not. In both sections, the results presented are followed by a discussion that analyses
how these results reflect how successful the proposed game is.

4.1 – User Experience
As was describe in section 1.2, this thesis aimed to develop a multi-player quiz game that contributed to the
cognitive stimulation of its users. The developed game’s success as a tool for CST could be determined by
monitoring users’ cognitive abilities over time, using the neuropsychological tests described in section 2.3.3.
However, the time frame of this thesis did not allow the frequent engagement of players in this game for a
long enough period that would be required to observe whether or not the game contributed to cognitive
stimulation. As a result, one approach used to assess the success of the game was that of using user
satisfaction surveys. These surveys serve to monitor whether the user was satisfied with the overall experience
and provide quantitative results. It is a subjective evaluation but is nonetheless important, as the well-being
and QOL of the users is of extreme relevance in the context of cognitive stimulation, as discussed in section
2.3.2.
This evaluation consisted of various sessions where users could play the game and engage with the various
elements of the system architecture and game design. Each session required 3 participants, which was the
maximum number of players due to the malfunctioning of one of the four Buzz controllers available for the
game. Each session was divided into two parts. The first portion of the session consisted of each participant
playing the game individually on a laptop, isolated from the other participants. After being introduced to the
project and what the game consisted of, participants were given one of the controllers and, after a brief
explanation, asked to use it to play the game. This meant that from the start, the players had a certain level of
autonomy, and no external interference was required other than hinting the player at what to do if they had
any doubts on how to proceed. This first individual session also served to introduce players to the game
mechanics, like attributing their name to their profile, and familiarize them to the system before participating
in the second part of the session.
The second portion of the session was a group experience, where all 3 participants would play the game
together. The set-up in this case involved connecting the computer to a monitor or TV if available, in order to
simulate, as best possible, the more casual game experience of sitting around the TV and playing at home. The
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players were asked to play both the Speed game mode and the Turns game mode described previously, in
order to explore the different dynamics of each game.
Seven sessions were held for this evaluation, resulting in a total of 21 participants ranging from 24 to 88 years
of age. All the participants were healthy and had no diagnosis of cognitive impairment. 5 sessions were held at
participants’ houses in a more casual living room setting, which led to different conditions for each session.
The remaining 2 sessions occurred at a senior University in a classroom setting, held under the same
conditions. Figure 4.1 shows images taken from these sessions, illustrating the different set-ups used in the
individual and the group experience.

(a) Individual gameplay

(b) Multiplayer gameplay

Figure 4.1 – Pictures taken during the Senior University sessions showing individual and group gameplay

The questionnaire developed for this evaluation was made up of two main sections. The first section contained
8 questions related to the overall game playing experience, focusing on game design, as well as the virtual
social agent. Each question in this section was evaluated using a Likert agreement scale, meaning players
would have to indicate how much they agreed with each question, from complete disagreement to complete
agreement. The second section of this questionnaire contained a further 6 questions that aimed to evaluate
the players’ preference in terms of individual or group experience, and in terms of Speed game mode or Turns
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game mode. Originally these questions were open-answer questions as the aim was to understand why people
had these preferences. However, in order to facilitate the process of answering these questions, possible
reasons were added as answers, making them multiple-choice questions.
In order to make a comparison between the experience of elder users and younger users playing the game, the
responses to the multiple-choice questions were separated into two groups. This distribution is shown in Table
4.1.
Group

Number of Participants

Young (24 - 28 years old)
Elder (59 – 88 years old)

4
17

Table 4.1 - Distribution of participants in the two different age groups
Despite having previously defined elders as people that were 65 years old or older, all users aged between 59
and 65 were also added to the elder group. This was done in order to facilitate the grouping together of the
results for analysis.
Figure 4.2 shows the results for the first section of the questionnaire. In this case, the results were not
separated into the two groups described previously as there was no relevant difference in their answers.

Figure 4.2 – Results of the first section of the questionnaire

In general, these results were quite positive, with each of the questions having at least two thirds of the
participants either agreeing or strongly agreeing. In terms of player enjoyment of the game, results indicate
that everyone who participated had a fun time playing the game. This was also observable during the sessions
as most players were eager to answer the questions and often smiled and laughed throughout the game.
Additionally, after the sessions at the senior university, many of the participants requested that more sessions
were done there in the future as they wanted to play again. Another important aspect of the developed game
that proved to be successful was the game’s navigation system and how its design mirrored the Buzz!
controllers used by the players. As can be seen in figure 4.2, almost all the players found it easy to navigate the
game. During the sessions, many times players would pick up on how to use the controller without having to
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be explained beforehand, which reinforced the idea that players could interact the game without requiring aid.
In one of the senior university sessions, an 88 year old participant voiced her concern that she did not
understand and was not accustomed to technological devices. Despite this, after being briefly explained how
the controller worked, she managed to quickly navigate the game by herself. This was an important moment
for the evaluation of the input mechanism chosen as it proved to succesfully break down potential
technological barriers for older players. The simplistic design of the game also meant most players found that
playing the game was easy and intuitive. Most players understood the simple question and answer dynamic of
the game without any difficulty.
Another very successful result obtained from this evaluation is the performance of the virtual host and player’s
reaction to it. Firstly, players felt that the interactions with the virtual character were natural. This owed
mainly to the way the host interactions were designed to not repeat themselves often. Furthermore, the vast
majority of players agreed that the host improved the experience of playing the game. This was also an
important result as it showed how the host did not just serve to instruct players and ask them questions. The
casual, and often sarcastic attempts at humour made by the host at various stages in the game helped create a
fun and relaxed environment for the players. One of the host’s comments in particular often obtained a
response from the players. This comment was triggered when a player had answered at least two questions
wrong in a row, and the host would say “It’s ok *Player Name*, we all have our bad days”, at which point most
players laughed and agreed with him. This sort of interaction is important as it engages players and keeps
them entertained while playing the game.
Finally, the aspects of the game that received the least positive reviews were the recording and speech
recognition elements. In one of the home sessions, the internet conditions were significantly poor which
ended up negatively affecting the players’ experience. Because the ASR component of the game requires the
internet, a very slow connection meant it took very long to check if the answers given by the players were
correct or not. This interrupted the flow of the game severely, which led to the negative feedback in that
aspect of the survey for that particular session. This shows how the flow of the game heavily relies on the
quality of the internet connection. The other element which received some negative feedback was the voice
recording element. This proved to be more confusing for the players and difficult to implement in practice
than had been predicted. A good example of this is how when players are asked to say their name, the
recording begins after the host stops speaking, but when they play the speed game, the recording only starts
after they press their buzzer. Despite this making sense in theory, as explored in section 3.2.2, the fact that
sometimes the players were required to press their buzzer and other times were not, meant players often did
not know when they were being recorded or not. Many times, during the individual session when they were
getting familiarized with the game mechanics, they would check if they could speak or not, or even press the
buzzer when they were not supposed to. In an attempt to improve this aspect of the game before the
university sessions, a striking visual cue was added whenever the player was being recorded in order to make
it obvious. Another element of the voice recording process that proved to be less successful was the automatic
endpoint detection also discussed in section 3.2.2. Despite working well in controlled conditions, the variable
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noise where each session took place resulted in the endpoint detection rarely being triggered. For this reason,
the initial version of stopping the recording was re-introduced, which consisted of players having to press the
buzzer to stop the recording. Despite this method being more reliable, it meant that players would often
forget to press the buzzer to submit their answer, having to be repeatedly reminded to do so.
For the second section of the questionnaire, the results were seperated into the elder and the young user
responses. Figure 4.3 shows the results for the questions regarding playing alone compared to playing in a
group.
DID YOU PREFER TO PLAY ALONE OR IN A GROUP?

Figure 4.3 – Group vs. Individual experience: Distribution and reasons for players’ preferences.
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Evidently, regardless of the age of the participants, players prefer to play the game as a group experience
rather than individually. It also suggests that given the choice between doing a stimulating activity alone or in a
group, people generally prefer the latter. Interestingly, the main reason why participants preferred playing as a
group differed between young and older players.
Most elder players gave a lot of importance to the social interactions that came with playing with other
people. Throughout the group sessions, players would help each other if they saw a player was stuck in a part
of the game, for example, if they forgot to press their buzzer at the end of saying an answer. Something that
also happened often, specially with elder participants, was players helping each other answer the question,
promoting healthy social interactions between players.
Despite not obtaining considerable differences in the results, the younger participants favoured the
competitiveness of playing against other players rather than just the social interactions. As oppose to the
individual gameplay, where users only objective was to answer questions correctly, here they were more
motivated to play since it represented an opportunity to compete with and beat other players. This not only
led to the players being more engaged with the game, but it also brought enjoyment to the experience, as they
would tease each other for getting questions wrong or losing.
These results strongly reinforce the importance of the multiplayer aspect of the developed game, as a gaming
platform that can provide cognitive stimulation for multiple users, allows them to interact and engage with
each other. However, there was still a very reduced number of elder participants that preferred playing alone,
mainly due to the calmer game environment, as they did not feel like they had the pressure to win and to
compete. This also adds value to the fact that the game platform gives players the option of choosing whether
to play the game as a multiplayer experience or a solo quiz game.
Figure 4.4 presents the results regarding players’ preference about the speed game mode and the turns game
mode in a group context.
WHAT GAME MODE DID YOU PREFER PLAYING?
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Figure 4.4 – Speed vs. Turns game mode: Distribution and reasons for player’s preferences
As can be seen in Figure 4.4, all of the younger participants preferred to play the Speed game mode. Similarly
to the main reason they preferred playing in a group, younger players valued the more competitive nature of
the Speed game. This game mode required quick thinking and reactions, which gave the players more
adrenaline and motivation to out-think the other participants. Some elder participants shared this preference,
and also enjoyed the more competitive aspects of this game as it encouraged more back and forth comments
between players.
However, there were some cases when playing the speed game where one of the participants did not manage
to answer any question as they were not quick to press their buzzer. This confirmed the potential problem that
was discussed in section 3.2.2. and it was for this reason that the Turns game mode was developed. More than
half of the elders preferred playing the Turns game mode, with the main reason being that it gave everyone a
chance to participate. This was an important result as the game’s intent is to ask questions and provide
cognitive stimulation to all the participants and not to test people’s reaction time. Additionally, this game
mode did not pressure players as much, which gave them time to discuss and think aloud before reaching a
final answer. The atmosphere during the Turns games was also more casual and friendly, and the interactions
between users often involved them helping each other reach the answer.
Besides simply responding to the questionnaire, some users offered some interesting suggestions and
feedback. On one occasion, one of the 88 year old participants was stuck on a question and suggested that the
game could offer a multiple choice as a tip if the players had not answered for a certain amount of time.
Another suggestion occurred during one of the individual sessions, when a 64 year old participant said the
countdown timer was too quick because she was still getting used to how the game works. As discussed in
section 3.2.2, the 30 seconds given for players to answer was a compromise between not allowing the
question to drag on for too long and not pressuring the user. However, given that players could initially be
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focused on how to interact with the game rather than answering the questions, more time could be given
during this adaptation stage.

4.2 – Keyword Spotting
One of the main components of the game developed for this thesis is the ASR. As described in section 3.2.2,
both the player profile creation and the automatic evaluation of the user’s answers to the questions of the
game use the keyword spotting mode. This means a great portion of the system relies on the correct
functioning of the KWS, and so its evaluation is important when analysing the success of the developed game.
The main metric used to evaluate KWS is the Word Verification Rate (WVR), which is used to determine how
reliable the game is in identifying players’ answers as correct or incorrect. The WVR indicates the proportion of
correct answer identifications, True (T), to the total number of answers given, True (T) and False (F).
(4.1)

Table 4.2 illustrates what each of these terms mean when applied to the evaluation of player’s answers to the
questions.
Term

Manual result

Automatic result

True Positive
True Negative
False Positive
False Negative

Correct
Incorrect
Incorrect
Correct

Correct
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect

Table 4.2 - Definition of the terms used in the WVR
In order to perform this evaluation, the gaming sessions had to be recorded in order to be able to later
compare the results obtained manually with the automatic results. The results for the WVR were separated
according to the type of session: individual sessions, group sessions at home and the group sessions that took
place at the senior University. This is because the three categories had very different acoustic conditions under
which the participants’ answers were recorded. The average WVR for each of these categories, as well as
information on the correct and incorrect identification of the answers is presented in table 4.3.
Session Category
Individual
Group (Home)
Group (University)

Average WVR
0.88
0.84
0.75

TPositive
86
82
13

TNegative
45
42
17

FPositive
12
11
2

FNegatives
6
12
8

Table 4.3 – Average WVR for the different categories
As it was expected, the WVR performed best in the individual sessions. The set-up, as shown in Figure 4.1 (a),
meant players were very close to the microphone, which resulted in a good quality audio recording of the
answers. The home group sessions had a slight decrease in WVR which was also to be expected as in this case
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the set-up did not allow participants to be as close to the microphone. This introduced problems related to
distant-speech, such as a much lower Signal-to-Noise Ratio, which made the keyword spotting process more
challenging. Finally, the average WVR related to the group sessions that took place at the senior university was
particularly poor. This could be explained with the very poor acoustic conditions of the room these sessions
took place in, which had a very strong reverberation. This worsened when players started speaking louder due
to being further away from the microphone, which meant very unclear recordings were being sent to the ASR
server.
Overall, the performance of the KWS was underwhelming, specially in supposedly good acoustic conditions as
was the case of the individual and home group sessions. The desired WVR in those conditions would be
between 0.96 and 1. One aspect that helps explain these poor results is the large number of false positives, as
seen in Table 4.3. Upon completing the sessions and analysing what triggered these incorrect answers to be
interpreted as correct, it was found that questions with answers corresponding to dates or years were the
source of the problem for almost all cases. This is because a player could say “1920” when the keyword is
“1921”, and because “1920” is more similar to the answer than it is to background speech, this was considered
correct. Essentially, partial answers were being accepted as correct answers. In order to avoid this, a specific
grammar for answers which consisted of a year should have been implemented. This grammar would be able
to detect and return the specific year the user said which could then be compared to the answer, as opposed
to a process where the server would only compare the audio to either the answer or background speech. An
example of such a grammar can be found in appendix A. If these false positives were removed from the
calculation of the WVR for the individual and home group sessions, their respective WVR would be 0.96 and
0.95, which is a considerably better result.
The other element of the game that used KWS was when players created their profiles and said their name.
Unlike the assumption made in section 3.2.2, where it was assumed that using KWS in this section of the game
would highly reduce the chance for mistake, this turned out not to be the case. Because the name database
was so large, any slight variation in how a player says their name could result in the server returning a similar
sounding name which was not the players actual name. Many times throughout the various sessions, players
would forget to press their buzzer and talk whilst the game was still recording the audio. This meant that
incorrect names were relatively common throughout the game. Analysing this strictly through the lens of KWS
performance this could be seen as a negative result. However, in almost all the cases where an incorrect name
was attributed to a player during a group session, the players would find it very amusing and laugh at the
situation. In one particular case in the senior university, after a player was attributed an incorrect name, the
other players began using it as a nickname for that person, teasing him throughout the entirety of the game.
This was a positive observation when analysing the inclusion of the name as part of the player profile. In the
case the game attributed the correct name, it made the experience more personal and interactive for the
players. If the name was incorrectly attributed, it could create a fun moment and encourage players to interact
with each other, which is one of the main goals of creating this multiplayer game experience.
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5. Conclusions
The final chapter of this thesis presents the conclusions that can be taken from the work developed for this
thesis. Section 5.1 highlights the main achievements of this work. Section 5.2 discusses various ideas for future
work and different ways in which this project could be improved.

5.1 – Achievements
This thesis proposed to develop a multiplayer voice-enabled game platform inspired by the VITHEA platform,
to be used for cognitive stimulation of elders. Due to the intended audience being the elder population, the
main focus of the project was on creating a platform that was designed to be as user-friendly and intuitive as
possible. In addition to this, an extensive study of cognitive stimulation and how video games can be used as a
tool for this purpose was done, which informed most of the game’s design elements. The game developed in
this work succeeded in creating a central platform that could have a wide variety of components such as a
virtual host, SLT, Buzz controllers and a microphone array interacting with each other, and all in the context of
a quiz game.
One aspect of this thesis which slightly hindered the development of the project was the choice of the game
development environment. Despite having determined that using Python and Pygame was the right choice
because it was an easy programming language to learn, this proved to be a misstep. Having to restart from the
beginning with Unity, which uses C#, after having developed a large portion of the game using Python proved
to be a big challenge and delayed the progress of the project. Additionally, the lack of experience
programming with Python and C# implied a considerable effort and time into learning these languages., at the
cost of dedicating less time to certain elements of the game such as the speech recognition, which was not
used to the best of its capabilities. Despite this, the developed game platform serves well as a baseline system,
which could see these elements that were given less attention be further developed in the future.
The evaluation of the game itself produced quite promising results, with most players enjoying the main
aspects of the game, such as the virtual host and the user interface. The main objective of creating a
multiplayer experience that encouraged elders to interact with each other was achieved, with many valuing
the group experience. Additionally, this project also has value in that users found it easy to use the controller
to navigate the game autonomously, meaning they could benefit from playing without needing to be
supervised. For these reasons, the evaluation reinforced the potential the game has to be an entertaining tool
used for cognitive stimulation.
Finally, it was gratifying to witness the great interest raised by the platform in the senior university, where
some of the sessions were performed, with many elders showing how much they enjoyed playing, and wishing
to play future iterations of the project.
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5.2 – Future Work
Due to the nature of this thesis being the creation of a baseline system, there is a lot of possible future work
and improvements that can be made to the game platform. The main improvements that could be made are to
the speech recognition and distant speech elements. Many of the false negatives that occurred when
answering a question occurred with audio that was clear enough to be correctly classified. Given more time, an
extensive study into the KWS could have been performed, in order to adjust the parameters of the ASR server
in a way that would improve the results. Additionally, a more comprehensive analysis of the microphone array
and how it processes audio could be developed, as perhaps that could help the game take better advantage of
its capabilities.
A simple improvement to the game would also be the addition of some new game mechanics. More
specifically, adding the ability for players to play in teams of two, rather than always competing between each
other. This would add a different dynamic, as players would be trying to help each other, generating more
group discussion and interaction. Another game mechanic that could be interesting to develop is hints, as
suggested by one of the elder participants in the game evaluation sessions. Despite contradicting the effect of
using open ended questions, if these multiple choices were added as a last minute hint, they could serve to
help jog the player’s memory.
Another future development of the game could be adding questions that have pictures or songs as visual and
auditory cues. These different types of question would add variety to the game, and potentially help stimulate
players in different ways as oppose to simply reading a question.
Another important aspect to improve is the robustness of the automatic endpoint detection, as it works well
under controlled conditions, but not when taken into any other setting where there is less control of acoustic
conditions. This improvement would allow the interactions of the elder players with the game to be more
natural, and they would become less dependent on using the controller.
Finally, an interesting area to explore is the virtual agent. The 3D character integrated into the game does not
have any capability of showing emotion, and the intonation used when asking questions is not natural, being
closer to the intonation of a declarative sentence. A more complex virtual agent could be an interesting
addition to the game, as it would provide an even more engaging experience for the user.
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Appendix A
Specific XML grammar for years
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<grammar root="main" version="1.0" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/06/grammar" xml:lang="pt-PT">
<rule id="main">
<item repeat="1">
<one-of>
<item>
<ruleref uri="#milhares"/> <ruleref uri="#centenas"/> e <ruleref
uri="#decenas_unidades"/> </item>
<item> <ruleref uri="#garbage"/> </item>
</one-of>
</item>
</rule>
<rule id="milhares">
<item repeat="0-1">
<one-of>
<item> mil </item>
<item> dois mil </item>
</one-of>
</item>
</rule>
<rule id="centenas">
<item repeat="0-1">
<one-of>
<item> cento </item>
<item> duzentos </item>
<item> trezentos </item>
<item> quatrocentos </item>
<item> quinhentos </item>
<item> seiscentos </item>
<item> setecentos </item>
<item> oitocentos </item>
<item> novecentos </item>
</one-of>
</item>
</rule>
<rule id="decenas_unidades">
<item repeat="0-1">
<one-of>
<item>
<ruleref uri="#dezenas"/> </item>
<item>
<ruleref uri="#unidades"/> </item>
<item>
<ruleref uri="#dezenas"/> e <ruleref uri="#unidades"/> </item>
<item> dez </item>
<item> onze </item>
<item> doze </item>
<item> treze </item>
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<item> quatorze </item>
<item> quinze </item>
<item> dezasseis </item>
<item> dezassete </item>
<item> dezóito </item>
<item> dezanove </item>
</one-of>
</item>
</rule>
<rule id="dezenas">
<item repeat="0-1">
<one-of>
<item> vinte </item>
<item> trinta </item>
<item> quarenta </item>
<item> cinquenta </item>
<item> sessenta </item>
<item> setenta </item>
<item> oitenta </item>
<item> noventa </item>
</one-of>
</item>
</rule>
<rule id="unidades">
<one-of>
<item> um </item>
<item> dois </item>
<item> três </item>
<item> quatro </item>
<item> cinco </item>
<item> seis </item>
<item> sete </item>
<item> oito </item>
<item> nove </item>
</one-of>
</rule>
<rule id="garbage">
<item repeat="1-">
<item>background</item>
</item>
</rule>
</grammar>
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